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Abstract
The proposal for a significantly expanded scientific model, here named the 4th generation of
empiricism, is a logical system built with the tools of modern advanced logic based on axioms,
undefined terms, definitions and logically deduced theorems. The purpose is to deliver capacity to
evaluate that mass of information which can be separated into three different types of logical
systems:
1) Objectively-reproducible focused logical systems (information that can be repeated in
accordance with objective reproducibility).
2) Subjectively-oriented logical systems (information that cannot be repeated in accordance with
objective reproducibility because of the presence of uniquely occurring information, e.g. worldwide meteorological forecasts of the weather at given moments and/or holistic situations in the
human body defined by integrated medicine, and many more examples).
3) A mixture of both objectively-reproducible focused and subjectively-oriented logical systems.
The 4th generation of empiricism is constituted on twelve fundamental axioms combined with what
is here given the name, the Gödel-strengthening of the LBG-method. Today, science works within
the parameters of the 2nd generation of empiricism. Only very few branches of science have
adopted the 3rd generation of empiricism beginning in 1830 and 1905 respectively.
Another aspect of the purpose is to enable the initiation of discovery and implementation of
effective corrections to a series of extremely serious and deeply embedded system errors in our
world society. System errors found within the global economy and medicine, to mention just two.
AIDS, cancer, and so-called “killer” bacteria or “super bugs” and a wide range of other diseases
will be revealed as being fully possible to overcome. Based on the same corrective method of
advanced modern logic the completely unnecessary and extremely harmful societal, globally
enforced debt situation is in fact easy to overcome, simply by knowing what needs to be done.
The authorities and populations in many different countries worldwide have respect for and listen to
the powerful voice of science. But science must be updated to a more advanced empiricism than the
one used today so that the message from science, in the name of science and humanity, really helps,
and not, as today, at best only serves to relieve symptoms. Tackling the cause of major imbalances
is thus quite different from the “patchwork-quilt method” of measures that at most provide only
some relief of symptoms (see also chapters 13 and 14).
This text is primarily directed toward analytically trained, intellectually oriented people throughout
the world - those who are curious and capable of understanding the core nature of common sense,
the foundation of advanced modern logic, and the need for correcting serious system errors in our
society. It aims to create a more people-friendly society which collaborates with nature, the plant
and animal kingdoms, the oceans and our planet, in a much more ecologically, climate-intelligently
developed way.
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Chapter 1
Three scientific models have so far been officially created within
science
The first scientific model was the scientific model associated with the Golden Age of Greece,
circa 500 BC - 400 BC (the 1st generation of empiricism). Practitioners such as Hippocrates and
Pythagoras applied the concept of: “See for yourself – in accordance with the principle that
scientific findings must necessarily be reproducible, but without taking into account the principle of
a progressive “truth” (in quotes), (the 2nd generation of empiricism) and without taking into account
the nature of the particular logical constitution (logical system alpha under study) involved (the 3rd
generation of empiricism), and without taking into account the principle of uniquely occurring
information regulated by hundreds of billions of mutually change-inducing and informationaffecting factors in a scientifically observed context (the 4th generation of empiricism). The first
scientific model was indeed very undeveloped.

The second scientific model was the Roman Catholic Church’s scientific model from circa
400AD until 1687AD, characterized by exaggerated dogmatism (the prohibition of the basic
principle of the 1st generation of empiricism: “See for yourself”). Today we tend to smile at the
ridiculous notion that in the 1100s the fundamental concepts of scientific observation/experiment,
scientific method and scientific knowledge/truth were placed so high on a pedestal. In what was
then a demonstration of exaggerated dogmatism, these concepts were unassailable. Today it is
difficult for us to imagine how it could even be possible to operate the universities in the extremely
narrow-minded/bigotted way that characterized universities from the 1100s up to 1687, the time of
Newton’s publishing of Principia Mathematica.

The third scientific model, formally re-established empiricism’s 1st generation along with
introducing its 2nd generation (among others, Newton’s work Principia Mathematica) taking into
account the principle of a progressive “truth” (in quotes). The third scientific model is defined by at
least the following axioms (ideals):

i) the objectivity axiom of the third scientific model: can be described as the cycle of
observation/experiment, hypothesis formulation, empirical testing, and reformulation of the
hypothesis that is carried out in accordance with the principle (axiom) of objective reproducibility.
The implication is that anyone (regardless of who performs the experiment) with the necessary
knowledge and equipment will achieve the same end result within acceptable error limits. It is a
principle that focuses on common sense in terms of concepts like investigating objects or
phenomena that can be weighed, measured, analysed, and synthesised within the framework of
objective and experimentally reproducible standards. In and of itself, this method is fine, but from
the perspective of modern advanced logic it falls short. The objectivity axiom can be described as
the present science’s detrimental insistence on limiting itself to a system of logic solely focused on
evaluating information that is always necessarily objectively-reproducible – in other words, a
system of logic focused on the absolute, never-varying necessity of objective-reproducibility. From
an advanced logical point of view, the method of strict objective reproducibility is simply an
elementary or special case of a mathematical generalization of the concept “logical system.”
Briefly, this generalization expresses a completely distinct and different language, a generalization
that discusses information in terms of logical systems that are involved in an interaction-based
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“observational/experimental process” with each other. It is a whole different story than the
elementary case outlined above – Immensely more complicated and advanced, as you will see in
the following.

ii) the empirical, progressive “truth” (in quotes) axiom of the third scientific model: at
least 15 renaissance pioneers (Bacon, da Vinci, Erasmus, Bruno, Luther, Paracelsus, Cusanus,
Vesalius, Copernicus, Servet, Harvey, Kepler, Brahe, Galileo, Newton) bore witness to a vital
characteristic of objectively reproducible “truths.” It was noted that an objectively reproducible
truth can often be refined with the help of a combination of new theoretical models and the
introduction of new practical experiments, so that, over time, a continually more developed finding
is obtained with respect to the “truth” in question.

iii) the honour code axiom of the third scientific model: prohibiting abuse of authority.
Grave scandals that revealed manipulation and the twisting and obfuscation of information within
the science of that day (the renaissance) led to a need for having future generations of scientists
respect and comply with an ideal that prohibited the abuse of their scientific status (e.g. holding a
position as professor, lecturer or physician) in order to dupe private individuals or society at large
into believing that something had been substantiated in the name of science when such was not the
case – which is to say, was not the case because an absolutely competent and thorough scientific
procedure, carried out in strict accordance with science’s highest standards, and justifying such a
pronouncement, had not been made. This axiom also makes clear that science shall absolutely not
be used as a “high court” with the power to have something that demonstrably functions – to
suddenly cease functioning, with the help of misleading formulations that indicate flagrant abuse of
power perpetrated by high titled academics, such as, professor, lecturer, and doctor. At that time,
there were no docents. That title was not introduced until about 1880.

iv) the humility axiom of the third scientific model: The attitude with which I approach my
research activities is the critically determining factor affecting its quality. What is my fundamental
perception of “unknowns, oddities, inexplicable deviations?” Do I hold a preconceived position or
do I keep an open mind? The humility axiom guards against one’s own potential for arrogance, i.e.
understanding that significant new concepts come about with the help of the pioneer principle. We
cannot know when or if something extraordinary or totally unexpected is going to turn up. But
being prepared for it, by having both an attitude that holds the door open and our minds alert to the
possibility that something extraordinary might crop up, and a willingness to investigate its origin,
even if it means bringing into question an established finding, is the precise antithesis of arrogance
and ignorance. This conclusion is identical to recommending that a society’s exceptionally gifted
individuals be encouraged to pursue their “strange” or “unorthodox” thinking, without attempts
being made to smother them or constrain their penetrating curiosity to within the bounds of known
knowledge or reason. Eleven of the above mentioned 15 renaissance pioneers were difficult or
most difficult personalities, but have demonstrated with almost explosive clarity that, without their
contributions, science’s awakening from the darkness of the Middle Ages would have been
tragically delayed. Thus it is imperative to understand that a society that lacks pioneers, or a society
where potential pioneers dare not step forth because the society is excessively authoritarian and
decidedly inclined to punish anyone expressing unconventional viewpoints, holding back
unconditional research and debates soon, faces a gradual stagnation in its development, followed by
a step-by-step developmental decline (degeneration). Henceforth, I choose to call the pioneer
principle the humility axiom of fundamental scientific theory.

v) the hors concours axiom of the third scientific model: the ready willingness, as a
practitioner of science, to immediately revise one’s perceptions to accommodate the presentation of
new, significant information, if and when the directives of the first four fundamental constitutional
axioms of scientific theory substantially motivate doing so. It is inherently clear that this empirical,
7

progressive “truth” itself that shall be focused on and made clear, even if doing so will entail a
setback to the image of individual researchers, the scientific institutions they represent, or the
university/college where the research in question was carried out, or even to the image and
reputation of science itself.
Nor is the likelihood that officially confirming and adopting such a pioneering advance as an
empirical, progressive “truth” would cause profound changes in science and society sufficient cause
to delay, or in any other way undermine, the scientific processing of even a revolutionary
“progressive” truth. Because, first and foremost, it is the “truth,” in and of itself, that is the most
important factor to take into account, even if carrying out this commitment means enormous
upheaval on all conceivable levels of science and society. I choose to call this fifth ideal the Hors
Concours axiom of fundamental scientific theory, with the term “Hors Concours” referring to the
French idiom meaning, the extraordinary.
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Chapter 2
An unofficial fourth scientific model
The 3rd generation of empiricism
Most people in society, including a vast majority of scientists, do not know that a fourth scientific
model (the so called 3rd generation of empiricism) has been established unofficially. The 3rd
generation of empiricism connects the fundamental empirical principle “See for yourself” within the
2nd generation of empiricisms five fundamental axioms, and at the same time takes into account the
nature of the particular logical constitution (logical system alpha under study) involved in a
scientific observation/experiment or evaluation process.
The underlying logical method that is the very process of taking into account the nature of the
particular logical constitution (logical system alpha under study) involved in a scientific
observation/experiment or evaluation process will from now on be referred to as the LBG-method named after three mathematicians whom I will return to later. For those who have eyes to see the
LBG-method runs as a common denominator (or universal core-seed), a red thread pervading all
pioneering discoveries in the history of mankind. Thus, on all occasions marked by someone having
made a brilliant discovery, by means of significant new thinking, and thus leading to an epochmaking revelation, the LBG-method has been involved. Briefly stated, the LBG-method is a
mathematical-logical tool with whose help anomalies (logical contradictions = paradoxes, illusions
and seemingly hopelessly stalled catch-22's) can be successfully resolved within the parameters of
an alternative logical system that is both incompatible and complementary relative to a given
common or currently accepted reference (logical system). In other words, a significantly new
logical system is unearthed – often times an epoch-making, revolutionary ground-breaking
formulation. It is in this way that entirely new scientific disciplines have come to grace the light of
day, such as: quantum-physics, astrophysics, relativity theories, and a series of “unorthodox”
theories within modern advanced mathematics as well as genetics and immunology within
medicine. Propelled by creative logical insight and validity, these systems have burst into the
sunlight, and having gained even further momentum by proving to be of indisputable practical
value, they have been able to secure scientific status despite - and this vital - despite the “unusual,”
“unorthodox,” or very “strange” or “odd” character of the information such systems present.
So far, the LBG-method and 3rd generation of empiricism are established officially only in higher
mathematics (1830) and parts of physics (1905). Though the LBG-method and 3rd generation of
empiricism were a demonstrably great advance, it remained, as the mathematicians in the 1830's
witnessed, knowledge that was restricted to a small elite who kept it to themselves. In this way the
third scientific model underwent a change “in secret”. Only a small elite consisting of unusually
gifted logicians were privy to the practise of taking into account the nature of the particular logical
constitution (logical system alpha under study) involved in a scientific observation process.
Thus, when natural scientists in “other” areas of modern science, as for example: academic
medicine, geology and later on genetics, great areas of biology and micro-biology, biochemistry,
major areas of chemistry and classical Newtonian physics etc., consider and discuss the processing
of “strange” propositions (= anomalies = paradoxes = seeming logical contradictions = seemingly
unsolvable catch 22`s or in modern terms, so-called Gödel-events) that now and then crop up in
connection with research and long standing problems in their areas, no account, or very little
account, is seriously taken of 3rd generation of empiricism.
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These other areas of natural science act as beginners in the LBG-method/3rd generation of
empiricism, or as areas totally unaware of 3rd generation of empiricism. They do not know how to
use the tool. Given this situation, these uninformed scientific areas must “rediscover” the 3rd
generation of empiricism method on their own each time they stumble over an anomaly (paradox)
in their research, precisely as though 3rd generation of empiricism had not already been discovered
and documented within science. In other words, a comprehensive waste of time and research
resources is currently taking place over and over again within otherwise brilliant projects that are
being conducted within these out-of-the loop branches of science – when, all the while, the needed
logical method that, moreover, is exceptionally difficult to discover on one’s own, has already been
discovered and documented.

Why is the LBG-method/ 3rd generation of empiricism so important?
One answer is given by the above text lines. Another is: if you do not take into account the nature of
the particular logical constitution involved in a scientific observation/experiment/evaluation
process, serious or very serious misjudgements and fallacies can be created and cause completely
unnecessary and very costly delays in key societal welfare development.

At its elementary fundamental level, the LBG-method consists – most importantly – of
at least four rules (axioms)
which is to say, assertions assigned a logical constitutional status that obviates any need to be
proven. I, myself, choose to call each and every one of these rules fundamental axioms or
fundamental rules of the LBG-method. I do this despite such tautology generally being frowned
upon, because it effectively underlines that when referring to these four rules we are talking about
particularly vital fundamental components of the LBG-method´s constitution, fundamental
components that not only affect the application of the LBG-method with regard to advanced
information, but to information in general: And suddenly, we are now dealing with a power that is
truly explosive – so explosive that we are looking at yet a further generation of empiricism. With
this tool in hand, it is as though you were sitting at the control desk of an atomic energy plant: You
suddenly have an overview and control over an unbelievably powerful process. And yes, it can be
very exciting – being a constitutional logician, that is.

The four rules are:
The LBG-method’s 1st fundamental axiom: Its principle of complementarity
The LBG-method’s 2nd fundamental axiom: Its macro-/middle-/and micro-cosmos principle
The LBG-method’s 3rd fundamental axiom: The principle of immediate usability
The LBG-method’s 4th fundamental axiom: The principle of perfect and imperfect 1-to-1
correspondence
We will take these fundamental axioms individually, and in order.
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Chapter 3
LBG-logic’s 1st fundamental axiom: Its principle of complementarity
LBG-logic observes information in accord with an exclusionary information-processing principle.
This means that directly contradictory knowledge can simultaneously exist in a complementary
setting in which information, let us say, AA, does not deny the existence of AB, AC, etc. – for
example: a mathematical concept that asserts both 1+1 = 3 and 1+1 = 2 to be valid equations is,
according to common sense, a blatant idiocy that cannot work - and yet it does. An LBG-logician
would pose that, here, one is very likely being confronted with incompatible (exclusionary = each
excludes the other) and complementary logical systems, alpha and beta, where that which regulates
logical system alpha (its axioms, undefined terms and definitions) is not necessarily the body of
directives that can appropriately be used to evaluate (to observe) logical system beta, which, in turn,
very likely has its own specific axioms, undefined terms and definitions. Moreover, these logical
building-stones are so-called fundamental assertions – and, as such – have a logical status whereby
they need not be logically proven but are simply set in place from the beginning so that a house can
be built upon them: A beginning has to be made somewhere – the first strike of the shovel or the
first corner stone set into place.

Expressed in slightly different words: start with any system of logic. For the sake of
simplicity, let us call this system, Alpha. Then let us make a change within the logical constitution
of this Alpha system of logic sufficient to create a more or less opposing logical constitution. Let us
call this altered constitution, alpha-L. We have now, whether by changing, deleting and/or adding
one or more axioms, undefined terms, or definitions, obtained alpha-L, a new logical constitution
within the framework of a new system of logic, which we can call Beta. Then, mindful of any
additions and/or substitutions that might be needed, we apply the same principles of logic utilized
by Alpha in building up its theorems, to construct corresponding theorems in Beta, working out of
alpha-L in the new Beta system of logic. Thereafter, if we compare the corresponding theorems in
Alpha and Beta with each other, and discover that at least one of the corresponding theorems in
Beta essentially contradicts its parallel in Alpha, then we can say that the Alpha and Beta systems of
logic, relative to each other, are incompatible and complementary systems of logic.

The word, incompatible, as it pertains to the concept of incompatible and
complementary systems of logic …
is used to emphasize that we are comparing two logical systems, wherein each system, relative to
the other, has sufficiently “different fundamental elements” (axioms, undefined terms and
definitions), such that these two systems of logic, within the respective parameters of each logical
system, will lead to logically “true”, corresponding theorems in each system that nevertheless
contradict each other. This is not say that all theorems derived in one of these two logical systems
will contradict all theorems derived in the other. Likewise, universal contradiction is not required
when comparing the fundamental axioms, undefined terms and definitions within each system
respective to the other – but – there must be at least one theorem within the parameters of each
system of logic that counters a corresponding theorem in the other, and likewise, at least one of the
axioms, undefined term or definitions particular to one of the logical systems must contradict its
counterpart in the other system of logic. The term, incompatible, is in this way chosen to make
clear that we are dealing with essentially different logical constitutions and that no attempt should
be made to combine them.
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The word, complementary, as it pertains the concept of incompatible and
complementary systems of logic …
represents that two apparently, more or less, contradictory “truths” can very well coexist in a
manner that is complementary, providing it can be shown that said “truths” derive from two distinct
logical systems which have been determined as incompatible and complementary, one to the other.
Given the forgoing, we can than see that two contradictory “truths” can be proposed: let us say,
“truths” x and y, and that each of these contrary truths, whether they are two axiom formulations,
two undefined terms or two definitions, help to form the bedrock of two distinct logical systems.
We can then consider that two distinct systems can thereafter be constructed, each in accordance
with accepted logical procedure, resulting in two theorem level, corresponding “truths”, x1 and y1,
that also contradict each other. It is precisely this procedure that the three mathematicians
Lobachevsky, Bolyai and Gauss demonstrated independently of each other around the year 1830
when they defined LBG-Logic with crystal clarity in mathematics. The term complementary is in
this way chosen to stress that a "truth" may have many "faces", "faces" that may even be directly
opposed to each other, but nevertheless, co-exist in a complementary, non-exclusionary setting.

Early indications of LBG-method reasoning
This was officially published in 1790- c 1830 – beginning with in the work of Copernicus during
the first half of the 16th century concerning the renowned modifications to the Julian calendar. In
fact, to those with the open mind and eyes to see it, indications of LBG-method reasoning go all the
way back to the advent of indirect proofs in mathematics, beginning with ancient works of the
principle of indirect logic, because such proofs employ conditional assumptions that are eventually
confirmed or denied by an already known theory within a system of logic. Likewise the
assumptions of a proposed Beta system of logic, incompatible and complementary to Alpha – they
too are validated or denied according to an established theory in advanced logic. An indirect logic
proof has the formal name “indirect-logic proof process/operation”. It and has been known to
human civilization for at least 2,500 years and is intimately involved when we face paradoxes in a
context. A yet more formal name for indirect logic proof is: Modos ponendo tollens (Latin for
“mode/method that affirms by denying”).

Between the years 1830 and 1890, a number of “notable” new geometries were
developed, …
which we, for the sake of simplicity, will refer to here as, beta 1, beta 2, beta 3, etc,…, “strange”
new geometries that from a purely logical standpoint can be viewed as complements to the
established “school-geometry” (Euclidean geometry = logical geometry system alpha 1) now taught
at the relatively lower levels of academic mathematical instruction. Two of these “notable” new
geometries had fundamental characteristics that contradicted the established school-geometry in a
rather astounding way. In the school-geometry’s common sense-oriented “world” of Euclidean
geometry (alpha 1), and as you may well remember from your early high school maths, the sum of
the angles in any given triangle always equals 180 degrees. With just a few pen strokes, a
competent mathematician can demonstrate this logic: It is a very simple proof. In one of our new
“notable” geometries (beta 1), which eventually came to be called hyperbolic non-Euclidian
geometry, it is logically demonstrated that the sum of the angles in any given triangle is always less
than 180 degrees. In the second of our “notable” new geometries (beta 2), which eventually
acquired the name elliptic non-Euclidian geometry, it is logically demonstrated that the sum of the
angles in any given triangle is always greater than 180 degrees. In this way, the logicians who
investigated such idiosyncrasies were confronted with three different, directly contradicting,
logically arrived at assertions (or “worlds” = “realities” as represented and defined by the respective
logical systems: alpha 1, beta 1 and beta 2).
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Specifically, these logicians were confronted with the troublesome fact that the logically valid sum
of the angles in any given triangle in each of these three geometries (“worlds” = “realities”) could
be definitively proven as a logical contradiction to the “truth” logically derived in the others. In
short, whether or not they wished it or did not wish it, liked it or did not like it, they were obligated
to take up the following fundamental vital question: Which of these “worlds = realities” represented
by their respective logical systems, alpha 1, beta 1 and beta 2, is the most “true” or most “real”? It
was in this way that fundamental scientific theory came into the picture.
It was, as you can well imagine, information that scientific theorists of the day were compelled to
study – after all, here were two notable “anomalies” – moreover, two anomalies that could be
demonstrated as logical truths within their respective logical systems, providing the relevant logical
systems: alpha 1, beta 1 and beta 2, were held separate and apart from each other in compliance
with LBG-logic’s 1st fundamental axiom, the principle of complementarity. The essential question
they had to decide was: Does everyone of these “worlds”.= “realities” (geometries) exist in our
own, 3-dimensional physical world? A full response to this question has at least two answers:

1) Theoretically, thereby obviating the need to explore our own 3-dimensional physical world and
decide accordingly, with the help of LBG-logic it is possible to definitively establish that each and
every one of the logical systems, alpha 1, beta 1 and beta 2, are exactly equally true or real as
logical systems, if - and this is the precise core of LBG-logic’s principle of complementarities –
these respective “worlds” or “realities” - are studied (observed) solely from the standpoint of each
system’s respective given fundamental logical directives (axioms, undefined terms and definitions =
logical constitutions).
In other words, this status of exact equality holds as long as no attempt is made to use alpha 1’s
determinations (logical constitution = the constitutional rules of alpha 1 = the axioms, undefined
terms and the definitions of alpha 1), in part or in its entirety, as a reference “tool and method”
when studying the “world” of beta 1 (beta 1’s “reality”) with its own special axioms, undefined
terms and definitions, and vice versa. The same, of course, applies with regard to beta 2 vis a vis
alpha1 and beta 1. Nor is it permissible to merge or “carelessly” blend alpha 1’s “world” (alpha 1’s
“reality”) with that of beta 1 (beta 1’s reality) and then inform all within earshot, or the world for
that matter, that this consolidation shall now be studied (observed) as though it were in perfectly in
keeping with science, that only the rules, “tools and methods” (axioms, undefined terms and
definitions) belonging to alpha 1’s “world” pertain.
Again, you must in other words take great care to keep such distinctive “worlds” (“realities” =
axioms, undefined terms and definitions) separated from each other when you make a
pronouncement based on observations/thought experiments made respectively of alpha 1, beta 1
and beta 2 etc. … The reader must understand that while you are logically compelled to eliminate
(exclude) the world of alpha 1 (alpha 1’s “reality”) from that of beta 1 and beta 2 (and likewise
beta 1 from that of alpha 1 and beta 2 , and so on) this does not mean that any of these systems are
being set aside, discounted or eliminated – on the contrary, it ensures their existence in a
complementary, holistic setting.

2) With regard to actual, so-called real-world manifestations: Several decades in the 19th century
were to pass before both hyperbolic non-Euclidian geometry and elliptic non-Euclidian geometry
were discovered to represent some special surfaces contained in our own physical 3-dimensional
world.

A word about swimming into the unchartered waters of complementary information
LBG-logic, in terms of its practical application, is an ingenious method for dealing with logical
systems when comparing them to one another. Again, and this is at its very core, this method is
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carried out by comparing the very building blocks of logical systems (their axioms, undefined
terms, and definitions - i.e. fundamental components of a logical system) with one another in
accordance with a special logical procedure that is actually the method itself. The central core, or
scientific justification, of this method is that even directly contrary logical truths can exist side-byside without one necessarily precluding the other when comparing them to one another: These
directly contrary logical truths thereby exist as complements to each other in opening whole new
”worlds” of information.
This is akin to opening an underwater-door and swimming through it and into entirely new oceans.
Or more precisely: There exist a vast number of side-by-side logical systems (“oceans of
information”) in the universe, as distinct logical “worlds”, each with their respective information
contents, their respective logical constitutions, each resting on their own respective foundations,
side-by-side – just as with large buildings in a major city. And importantly, these logical “worlds”
or “buildings” do not cancel each other out; instead, standing side-by-side, they complement each
other. In other words, instead of taking the view “either this or that” as a resolution to the question
of which “world” or “ocean” of information is applicable in a given connection where, for example,
an anomaly (paradox) has cropped up in a pioneering process, this polarizing perception is dropped
(LBG logic’s complementarity principle) and is replaced by the creation of an entire spectrum of
nuances (new information possibilities = logical “worlds”) that may present themselves.
Instead of being confined to one and only one choice in a given situation, the door is opened to the
possibility of being able to choose from among what are at least two choices; at least two “oceans
of information” that act in a complementary way to each other. The expression “at least” is not to
be read here as “just two” but rather as “no less than two” – in other words, the possible number of
“information oceans” – and the number of logical systems contained in them – that will suddenly
crop up and thereby become further choices as a consequence of LBG-logic applications, is
indefinite, and can theoretically be endless.
Clearly, this is something entirely different than dealing with one and only one option in a given
situation (the polarized, or restricted, old scientific way of dealing with information, the 2nd
generation of empiricism). It is important that you see this. This is no less than a shift of paradigm!
Great power presents itself within this, LBG-logic’s 1st fundamental axiom: Its principle of
complementarities. Now you are informed.

Now we come to something sensitive – explosively sensitive
When designing either theoretical scientific thought-experiments or practical scientific experiments,
LBG-logic must be taken into account. If you fail to do this, you are, in effect, participating in a
form of “double-bookkeeping.” This is going to come as an unpleasant surprise for many within
modern science who have not, on their own initiative, updated themselves with specific respect to
the 3rd generation of empiricism. For example, when Euclidean geometry is to be applied in a
practical connection, it is the “tools and methods” (axioms, undefined terms and definitions, and the
logically derived theorems) within Euclidean geometry that are to be used,
Thus, you expressly do not make use of the set of axioms, undefined terms and definitions, and
logically derived theorems that, constitutionally, logically regulate hyperbolic non-Euclidian
geometry, or elliptic non-Euclidian geometry, to carry out studies in Euclidean secondary-school
geometry and vice versa. Quite the contrary. By expressly not merging or blending them in a
logically proscribed manner – you can establish that a mutual elimination (exclusion) of these
logical systems from each other exists, and thus simultaneously establish the existence of a
complementary relationship of said logical systems with each other.
Had Albert Einstein posed the question to nature that arose in the famous Michelson and Morley’s
experiment strictly from and within the standpoint and parameters of classical Newtonian physics’
logical system alpha, he would have gotten a “strange” proposition (= an anomaly = a paradox = a
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seeming logical contradiction = a seemingly unsolvable catch-22, or in modern terms, a so-called
Gödel-event, in answer, just as Michelson and Morley had gotten in 1887, time after time, in the
meticulously crafted experiment they had conducted.
Instead, Einstein posed this question from and within the logical system underlying the special
theory of relativity, (logical system beta), and the answer he got not only solved the paradox that
arose in classical Newtonian physics’ system, alpha, but it also indicated that when seeking to get
an answer (definitive determination) from nature, the special theory of relativity’s logical system
beta is a more developed instrument for originating the given question at issue. The Gödel
formulation (paradox = anomaly = the seeming logical contradiction = the seemingly unsolvable
catch-22) was cleared up, and the seeming logical contradiction in alpha ceased to exist and became
a logically validated assertion in beta, via the demonstration of a direct-logic proof by simply
solving a paradox. In short, Einstein created a beautiful complementarity to classical Newtonian
physics. He demonstrated such brilliance in LBG-logic that established LBG-logicians immediately
recognized a genius. And those who were not LBG-logicians simply regarded the young Dr.
Einstein as a man playing with worthless curiosity and nonsense. A completely unknown scientist
who was not dealing with serious science, i.e. the one and only physics: Classical Newtonian
physics. Einstein, Lorentz, Fitzgerald, Poincaré, Plank, Bohr, Heisenberg, Schrödinger and some
others actually introduced LBG-logic into modern physics and made it an area of complementary
logical system thinking.
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Chapter 4
LBG-logic’s 2nd fundamental axiom: its macro-, middle- and microcosmos principle
Here we meet an axiom which states that LBG-logic is a logical tool applicable to logical systems
in general. This means that whatever we focus our attention on in the incredible expanse of the
universe with its planets and galaxies, at our own middle-cosmic level, or at a so-called microcosmic level with the help of laboratory microscopes, electronic microscopes or particleaccelerators, and – and this is vital – sufficient cogent reason (evidence) or cause (theoretical and/or
practical benefit) evidences itself in our observation/experiment for us to consider that we are
dealing with a methodology (plan = logic = purpose), then we are obligated to apply LBG-logic.
Application of this method is also called for by one of the details contained in the proposal of
science’s scientific model A; more specifically, an axiom that lies as the basis for both elementary
and advanced LBG-logic – its 2nd fundamental axiom: that is, its macro-, middle- and micro-cosmos
principle. In this way, LBG-logic becomes an especially fundamental scientific tool, working in
depth. It is in contact what we commonly refer to as reality (the universe, life or the total cosmic
entity) on its three main levels – macro-, middle- and micro-cosmos – in situations that involve
methodology (a plan = logic). With this, we again enter the realm of philosophy. In other words, as
constitutional logicians, we are confronted by profound questions and issues.

To date, the experience of scientific work carried out since the 17th century …
has been that wherever science has trained its focus on (chosen to carry out an
observation/experiment (practical and/or theoretical)), a methodology (a plan = logic = purpose) has
been revealed: This indicates that LBG-logic is an especially generally applicable concept.

A learning/teaching that is “catching on”
You are now beginning to understand that in the event a recently discovered “learning/teaching” is
presented and is “catching on” – that is to say, is starting to circulate among people – via informal
private discussions, or perhaps by discussion and education hosted by a growing portion of
universities and colleges throughout the world – you cannot dismiss such a “teaching” simply
because your personal view it is just “hot-air” or nonsense, or a worthless curiosity and, all else
aside, definitively not information that could conceivably classify as in any way comparable to the
honourable, time-tested common sense and “proven scientific methods erected on stable scientific
foundations.”
In fact, in the event the recently discovered “teaching” is found to function in accord with a
methodology/plan = logic (i.e. constituted of axioms, undefined terms and definitions, perhaps
along with logically derived theorems), you are “obligated” – whether you like it or not, want to or
not, think it suitable or not – to apply science’s scientific model A (which, among other things,
contains LBG-logic) to the information the teaching represents, Should you not do this, you
become indistinguishable from a professor of Lorini’s ilk who, in the infamous Galileo affair in the
1600´s, in bitter attacks launched here and there from his pulpit, strongly urged the banning and
prohibition of “new teachings that are now catching on” in a way reminiscent of heretic trials
carried out during the Middle Ages. Do you really want to be looked upon as such a person?
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Chapter 5
LBG-logic’s 3rd fundamental axiom: the principle of immediate
usefulness
A documented historical facet of science’s development reveals that extensive delays in introducing
vital information into society have occurred when men and women holding positions of power
within science have required that common sense be implemented as a standard by which to evaluate
the acceptability or dismissal of information. Sometimes, the implementation of this particular
pass-or-fail criterion has brought about massive harm and even direct catastrophe. On the other
hand, from an historical scientific perspective, when common sense has been set aside and focus
has instead been laid on a discovery’s usability, society has derived great benefit.
During the time that such significant new thinking has been put to use, representatives of science
have meanwhile worked out the details that have, step-by-step, crystallized the logical constitution
and structural connections underlying this new thinking to the point where its theorems have
become demonstrably valid (the entire process of clarifying the connections - which can take a
considerable time because the thinking being validated is so advanced). Even after these
connections have been well established, it often turns out that a common-sense understanding or
grasp of them is still not forthcoming (Einstein’s special theory of relativity, for example). Instead,
what is created is a descriptive theory which through practical experiments has been shown to be a
significantly improved “truth” – in quotes – and constitutionally, logically valid. In other instances,
a descriptive theory is created that is so accessible and evident that a new common sense begins to
develop, often accepted as precisely that: “The new common sense.”
Those representatives of science who have not mastered the application of LBG-logic (the vast
majority still today) in these evaluations of advanced information where common sense has come
up in discussions, have often been trapped in all but endless, paralysing, catch-22 situations and
repeatedly held back, the practical or theoretical application of vitally useful new thinking. Such
incidents make it quite clear that there is real cause and great concern to initiate steps, as soon as
possible, that permit the use of information that can be put to immediate productive use, during the
time required to progressively obtain a logically tenable descriptive theory.
It can take decades, or even centuries, before a logical constitution validly containing an
anomaly/pioneering discovery (a logical system Beta) is fully crystallized and can be scientifically
described and recorded as theoretically sound. The world and mankind do not have the time to wait
this long before being able to make use of the benefit and practical usefulness that after perhaps
only a week or a few days already demonstrates its capacity to, for example, save human lives.
There are a number of notable examples (so-called academic affairs) where the introduction and
development of entire branches of science have been seriously delayed and/or where the
implementation of vital large-scale social reforms have been excessively delayed, and/or where
monumental scientific discoveries teetered on the edge of having their development capsize,
essentially for no other reason than the insistence of certain influential people that a sufficient
modicum of common sense must be demonstrated before “We can, on a firm scientific basis, accept
the new, and only then can we recommend its use”. Those who have followed this course of action
are nowhere in the vicinity of LBG-logic. To highlight the weight of these words, see the following
five examples:
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First example
Genetics was delayed for a period of about 35 years because a number of professors in botany saw
no need to begin orienting themselves in the basics of elementary combination-probability theory
(combinatorics), and thus be able to competently review Mendel’s presentation. On receipt of
Mendel’s paper concerning the hybridization of Pisum sativum, the common garden-pea, they
responded passively and without understanding. Thus, despite their status and learning as
professors, they did not see that what had been deposited on their desks was nothing less than a
masterpiece. Mendel, as it happened, had sent his dissertation to a list of large universities in the
mid-part of the 1860s.
Consequently, the subsequent task of indexing and archiving his submission took the long way
round and eventually came to lie totally forgotten in the cellars of the various universities for
several decades, when it was suddenly, after the passing of about 35 years, unearthed and Mendel’s
insights were “rediscovered” by a new generation of botanical researchers. As a routine matter, they
thereafter made a thorough search of the archives and it became clear to them that Mendel’s
discoveries were wholly original – no one had previously approached botany from such a
productive scientific perspective. This generation of botanists had familiarized themselves with
elementary combination-probability theory in order to better grasp hybridization. In the context of
today’s science, 35 years is a very long time. One can only speculate how much farther genetics
might have advanced compared to where it is now had those European university professors taken
the time and effort to understand Mendel’s dissertation.

Second example
The vital knowledge and application of hygiene (science associated with septic bacterial infection
and so-called antiseptic safeguards) throughout world society came to be delayed by 30 years (the
Semmelweis-Lister “affair”) because there was no logical system beta available to solve the
paradox (the “unknown” something), a beta system whose existence is quite apparent in this
connection, and moreover, a beta system describing bacteria and consequent infection. In addition,
in this “affair” the interests of society were seriously sabotaged because those responsible refused to
apply even the scientific model of the 2nd generation of empiricism it was their duty to employ.
They refused the obligation to apply the principle (axiom) of objective reproducibility in
accordance with confirming/dismissing. Instead, it became an outright “Galileo affair” completely
given over to reinstituting the scientific model of the Middle Ages (consisting only of theoreticallybased, personal viewpoints repeatedly arguing that common sense must be respected, until the dire
circumstances in existence gradually forced a return to responsible science. Obtaining a full
understanding of this academic affair is a worthwhile learning experience.

Third example
When the mathematical genius Sir Isaac Newton set forth his treatise Principia Mathematica in
1687 an English bishop appeared who argued that common sense, in accordance with the 2nd
generation of empiricism, must be respected, and consequently, it was entirely unacceptable that
these “mystical infinitesimals” and other vagaries (three paradoxes) contained in Newton’s work
should start being used before, and if, said vagaries were made understandable – and therefore –
ceased to be the apparent nonsense and meaningless vapour they amount to at present. The good
bishop’s perspective notwithstanding – and despite the fact that, at the time it was published,
Newton’s work did not stand on absolutely firm constitutional logic ground with regard to all its
findings, as well as a myriad of details – Principia Mathematica was and remains a monumental
masterpiece of rarely seen genius and the effect of its teachings was nothing less than a “nuclear
explosion” throughout world society at large, as well as within the institution of science, and
particularly with respect to its own scientific model.
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Fortunately, the deciding weight of that day’s power and influence within science lay in the hands
of men who had the foresight and wisdom to persuade similarly minded scientists and politicians
that Newton’s work represented a quantum leap in the development of science and, potentially, a
new, more enlightened, more prosperous epoch for society, the likes of which the world had never
seen – if only the doors to this promise were thrown open – if only a speedy confirmation of
Newton’s, in certain respects, seemingly “mystical” work was publicly proclaimed and its
discoveries (teachings) put into practice. What today’s world knows as the Industrial Revolution
would hardly have come about had not this wisdom and responsibility been so quickly and
resolutely manifested and the officially “approved” way of treating these “mystical vagaries” made
abundantly clear.
As a constitutional logician, I see that not even in our 21st century (some 320 years later) have all
the details in Newton’s work been resolved to the point where they are in harmonious contact with
what a constitutional logician calls a contradiction-free logical constitution of, e.g. his derivativeintegral calculus. For this to happen, three existing paradoxes contained in the foundations of
integral and differential calculus must be solved. Such a contradiction free logical constitution can
be created in terms of a null-space or zero-space “world” as a more developed logical foundation of
the derivative-integral calculus (see the treatise Zero Space Geometry, P. Lundgren, 2016).
This entails removing the troublesome approximation-symbol which has been a part of this
mathematical calculation concept for generations of mathematicians, extending in time into
centuries. And, in fact, even to this day if someone is determined to do so, that person could easily
justify the assertion that modern differential-integral calculus constitutes shear “hot-air” and
“nonsense.” A formally logical conclusion of this would require the world community to comply
with the argument of one or another bishop, or representative within science, to the effect that until
such time as the findings presented in Newton’s Principia Mathematica can be arrived at in an
understandable demonstration, in harmony with common sense, they should not be applied, either
theoretically or practically.
In other words, pending that time, information contained in this work could only be used as a topic
of interest in common-sense oriented theoretical discussions where personal perspectives are
presented and bandied about – In which case and assuming this view had prevailed in the 17th
century on into today, we may never have even begun the Industrial Revolution, much less have the
use of computers and the information-community and service sector they have fostered, where
industrialism has advanced to level that challenges the “fantasies” of science fiction.
Today, we are entering into the era of an LBG-logical world society where a mass of noteworthy
“teachings” (beta logical systems) are going to pop up like mushrooms in fertile earth after a
summer rain, and where common sense is no longer considered a critically vital criterion. I am
absolutely serious when I assert that today there are almost no man made objects that have not,
somewhere along the process of their creation, been in contact with an integral or derivative – in
short, been affected by a theory presented in 1687 arguably built on “hot-air” and “nonsense.” In
connection with the invention calculus, Leibnitz, as well as Newton, must be mentioned, and
further, it should be noted that both men came within a hair’s breath of discovering LBG-logic, but
did not manage to fully formulate it. Even for these two giants, it was a difficult challenge. But
during the 1830s, LBG-logic at last came to be definitively demonstrated and fully formulated.
With regard to the three paradoxes discussed here, there have been any number of proposed
solutions made by brilliant mathematicians. But, and this is vital, the aim of these proposals has not
been to meet the necessity of bringing these advanced anomalies into the realm of common sense,
even if some particular solutions that arose were designed to at least partially address that view
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from the standpoint of graphic illustration (so-called intuitive presentations). Since the end of the
17th century, the aim has, instead, been to formulate a tenable logical constitution free of logical
contradictions and logical inconsistencies.

Fourth example
The crux of the matter is to make crystal-clear the vast number of complementary logical systems
which, in accord with LBG-logic, productively describe at least facets of what is commonly meant
by reality or the entirety (the universe, life or the total (cosmic) entirety) on its three main levels:
macro-, middle- and micro-cosmos. Clarification of the two distinctly different, but complementary,
geometries – hyperbolic non-Euclidean geometry and elliptic non-Euclidian geometry – took
mathematicians some 2,500 years to accomplish. Prior to this accomplishment, attempts were made
to prove the Euclidean parallel axiom within the framework of a logical demonstration, In essence,
this is identical to setting one’s sights on proving 1+1 = 2 in the same manner. By ingeniously
choosing to shift focus (stepping outside the box) and begin experimenting with different logical
constitutions, and particularly with how they compare to each other (LBG-logic), a myriad of doors
leading to astounding new discoveries suddenly came to be thrown open in one fell swoop. In
essence, what this “experimenting” revealed was that the existence of contradictory logical systems
does not mean that one system must necessarily rule out, preclude or supersede, the other.
Simplified – each system only represents another way to work.

Fifth example
It took the better part of 100 years from the time the anomaly (the first small pox vaccine) was
presented in 1796 for immunology to be made clear enough so as to be accepted by establishment
science as an official discipline within the parameters of a valid, logically demonstrated theory (a
beta logical system). Likewise in the case of hygiene/disinfection, it took nearly thirty years from
the time the anomaly (the washing of one’s hands) was first presented in 1848, before it too was
accepted by establishment science in England as an official discipline within the parameters of a
valid, logically demonstrated theory (a beta logical system). Incredibly enough, making clear
modern, elementary differential-integral calculus as an official scientific discipline within the
parameters of a tenable, logically demonstrated theory has thus far taken over 320 years, beginning
from the date the three anomalies (three axioms in their logical foundation = three “strange” Gödelevents) were published in 1687.

In scientific discovery after scientific discovery common-sense verification of
theoretical foundations …
has been subject to such delays. Thus, the unorthodox assertion that advocates the wisdom of using
available information before we have succeeded in logically resolving the paradoxes (clarified the
relevant beta system = established the LBG-logic complementarity) involved in a given context, is a
vital concept to follow. As has been pointed out here, solving the paradoxes involved can take
considerable time because discovering the solution often requires someone of exceptional genius.
Now that LBG-logic, and the extended LBG-logic (introducing a new axiom of theory of science
stipulating that information, strings of text, can have any conceivable content, even contradictions
to common sense and content associated with uniquely occurring information), and Gödel’s two
theorems of incompletion will also be at hand, the time needed to carry out this process will be
significantly shortened.
In the meantime, the wise and sound course is to put readily available information into use. I have
chosen to call this insight LBG-.logic’s 3rd fundamental axiom: the principle of immediate usability.
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Chapter 6
LBG-logic’s 4th fundamental axiom: the principle of perfect and
imperfect 1-to-1 correspondence
This axiom is particularly meaningful in situations where anomalies (“strange” propositions)
belonging to other “teachings” are to be evaluated. Another way of formulating LBG-logic’s 4th
fundamental axiom is to state that when two logical systems (any two given logical systems) are
being compared, and before we definitively know whether they are incompatible (exclusionary =
mutually exclusive) and complementary, and where it appears that they probably are not, we cannot
preclude that they actually are. We are obligated to investigate further, or at the very least, hold the
door open to that possibility. In other words, we should study both systems of logic in detail, one
after the other – and so on, and so on. Because if a situation arises where even one axiom, and/or
undefined term, and/or definition in one system differs from its counterpart in the other, then both
systems are incompatible and complementary.
In this event, we have a so-called imperfect 1-to-1 correspondence. This means that both now
determined incompatible and complementary logical systems distinctly disagree with regard to at
least one axiom, and/or undefined term, and/or definition. This further means that these particular
logical systems absolutely cannot be blended together, but must be held apart in compliance with
LBG-logic’s 1st fundamental principle of complementarity, since with respect to at least one aspect,
these two systems will arrive at completely different results when applied at their respective
theorem levels.
From the standpoint of scientific theory, when people working in science choose not to obtain a
clear grasp of LBG-logic’s 4th fundamental axiom, they are, in effect, conducting their work so
carelessly that any scientific observations/experiments they make with regard to anomalies
(paradoxes = catch-22s = seeming logical contradictions) encountered in the course of their
research, are no more reliable then scientific observations/experiments made prior to the 1790s.
Such carelessness is on-going in certain circles, at least within the medical academia of today, with
regard to so-called alternative medicine studies (CAM-research, CAM = complementary and
alternative medicine).
I mean this very seriously. It is easy to see for a constitutional logician. It is in this way science's
“double bookkeeping” of 2nd generation of empiricism is played out within this particular circle,
notably within the medical academia since 1880. This particular circle within the medical academia
does not work with LBG-logic. They are obliged to, but do not. They do their “double
bookkeeping” of 2nd generation of empiricism. And this choice - not to practice the 3rd generation
of empiricism - serves to further huge business interests that lurk in the background. It is imperative
that you understand this. This reminding of the term, incompatible, is in this way chosen to make
clear that we are dealing with essentially different logical constitutions and that no attempt should
be made to combine them. See the earlier analysis of the word, incompatible, as it pertains to the
concept of incompatible and complementary systems of logic. (See summary analysis in Chapter 12
with respect to a two-step study program in dealing with objective and/or subjective anomalies).
The situation described above is, of course, totally unacceptable since science, as it rightly should,
attests that it is constitutionally proscribed and totally opposed to the tampering with, or distortion
of, information. More specifically, this further means that before an experiment (theoretical and/or
practical) is even begun in connection with information that involves, or may involve, one or more
anomalies, it is necessary that a preliminary LBG-logical study of said information be carried out in
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order to determine whether perfect or imperfect 1-to-1 correspondence applies in the practical
and/or theoretical experiment being conducted. I say it again: It is this very detail that has not – not
even in a rudimentary way – been included in the research directives that have emanated from
academic medicine over the past 130 years in their evaluations of alternative medical systems
undertaken at the behest of political entities. In other words, 3rd generation empiricism is nowhere
to be found in these research directives. Only LBG-logicians can see this, but they stay silent. Now
I am saying this loud and clear. You as an ordinary citizen do not have a chance to see this if you are
not an educated and trained LBG-logician. And most of you are not right now.

Sometime in the future, anomalies could crop up within a notably established teaching
Gödel’s theorem of incompletion has some interesting things to say about this, which I will be
returning to later. Here, I will only state that in a situation where, until now, work carried out with
some type of information (a “teaching” of some sort) has shown that this information’s logical
constitution (axioms, undefined terms and definitions) when compared to the constitution of the
designated model’s teaching (an accepted reference of some sort) contains no deviation, we can
then state that, until now, a so-called perfect 1-to-1 correspondent situation between these two
teachings has been attained.
The reason I underline the expression “until now” is due to the fact that there have been previous
instances where extremely well established teachings – teachings invariably regarded as fully
developed and well on their way to being placed on an alter and worshipped as holy script – as for
example, Newton’s classical physics, nevertheless came to confront a troublesome anomaly that had
suddenly arisen within its teaching. Albert Einstein’s work was inspired by just such an anomaly in
studying Michelson and Morley’s “strange” experimental result while he was a young student in
physics (Einstein´s beginning steps of his special relativity theory work). Likewise, Max Planck
(quantum physics) began from another anomaly: Given these examples, the question “How can I
effectively process anomalies (“strange” propositions)?” is critically relevant. I do it with it the
help of LBG-logic and the 3rd generation of empiricism, or I must take the long way round and, on
my own, attempt to work out at least a rudimentary, initial small step to LBG-logic.

Within modern quantum-physics, there is an axiom which has been given the name
“quantum physics complementarity principle.”
This axiom is simply an application of generalized LBG-logic. This LBG-logic application in
connection with quantum physics concerns the special logical systems, alpha and beta, which
describe the duality (complementarity) of energy – partly as wave motion, partly as particle motion.
Quantum physicists pose, in their peculiar mathematical language, that particle and wave activity
are mutually exclusive, despite the need for both descriptions to obtain a more complete picture of
the phenomenon: Energy. An LBG-logician poses that particle activity is represented by its logical
system, alpha, and wave activity is represented by another logical system, beta, and that both these
logical systems are incompatible (exclusionary = mutually exclusive) and complementary. This
applies because alpha and beta, with respect to at least one point of comparison within their
respective logical constitutions, deviate from each other (LBG-logic: imperfect 1-to-1
correspondence).
By now conducting practical scientific, objectively reproducible experiments that take into account
what a quantum physicist (LBG-logician) calls “tools/instruments and methods” and what an LBGlogician recognizes as the four fundamental axioms of elementary LBG-logic combined with the
other concepts of 3rd generation of empiricism, two wholly different descriptions of energy’s
behaviour are obtained. In other words, a comprehensive definition would now be made up of two
parts – one part, addressing particle activity, the other, wave activity. Thus, a particle experiment is
carried out within the parameters of its system, without blending it together with the system
appropriate to waves, and vice versa. A researcher, then, should take into account only the special
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rules (axioms, undefined terms and definitions, plus logically derived theorems) belonging to the
system, alpha or beta, appropriate to the experiment in question, without blending them together. A
researcher, for example, could not blend them together posing that the fundamental underpinnings
of one system are identical to the other and vice versa. Simplified, we can state that they have been
established as two wholly different “teachings” – and that as a scientist, said researcher is obligated
to work with LBG-logical competence. This insight has been clearly understood by skilled
quantum physicists since the early 20th century.
Such “trivial” research details as this simultaneously demonstrate that today’s science is being
conducted with completely revised definitions of the concepts “scientific observation/experiment,
scientific method and scientific knowledge/truth”.

This information should make it clear to you that quantum physicists do not employ …
the logical determinants (“tools and methods” = axioms, undefined terms, definitions, and logically
derived theorems) that constitute and direct particle activity as the logical determinants
(“tools/methods) for studies (observations/experiments) dealing with wave activity, and vice versa.
By recognising the significant difference in their respective logical foundations, quantum physicists
avoid blending them together in a way proscribed by LBG-logic. In short, they have learned not to
blend incompatible and complementary systems of logic. Quantum physicists demonstrate that they
grasp that part of LBG-logic that states account must be taken of the LBG-logical fundamental
assumptions and conditions as they separately exist in the alpha and beta logical systems relevant to
the logically constituted information under study (observation of information/experiment with
information).
It is this fundamental LBG-logical competence that has not been effectively disseminated to the rest
of the scientific community, nor to the world community at large, despite the subject matter being
almost trivial in its simplicity for those who have been trained in this knowledge for well over a
century now.

Niels Bohr …
one of the pioneers who laid the groundwork underlying modern quantum physics, together with
such world renowned names as Max Planck, Albert Einstein, Louis de Broglie, Max Born, Paul
Dirac, Werner Heisenberg, Wolfgang Pauli, Erwin Schrödinger, Richard Feynman etc., was also a
skilled LBG-logician. Over a period stretching into decades, Bohr sought complementary situations
in nature, the universe, life or what has been collectively called the cosmic whole. Bohr found
confirmation of LBG-logic’s principles within mathematics, psychology, sociology and language.
His knowledge was notably characterized by its breadth and he was a Nobel Prize recipient. Bohr
wanted future generations to understand how fundamental the operation of LBG-logic’s principles
are in nature. As a reminder to at least those people who paid their respects at his grave, he had
instructed that his headstone be inscribed with the symbol representing the oriental Tao philosophy
or way of life. The meaning of this symbol is “the dance” (change inducing activity) between
complementarities according to the oriental Taoist philosophy.
Taoism is a so-called subjectively oriented logical system (see analysis below) with a number of
very “remarkable” axioms, undefined terms and definitions, along with logically derived theorems
that concern energy’s change inducing property and takes in aspects such as life, the universe,
evolution, fundamental laws of life, and what promotes balance, and respectively, imbalance in
energy’s ongoing complementary “dance” (change inducing activity) carried out by parts of its own
make up. It is a very advanced logical system that requires competence in LBG-logic and Gödel’s
two incompleteness theorems in order to address it in a competent manner. Bohr was one of the
earliest pioneers to look into, among other areas, Taoism’s logical system (I Ching). With regard to
his research in such areas, many thought that he had inexplicably devoted himself to “nonsense.”
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Those advocating this perspective were definitely not LBG-logicians.

When directly contradicting assertions suddenly arise …
within strictly one and the same logical system alpha, we become witnesses to a paradox. This is
the way paradoxes come into being: The complementary logical system, beta, is nowhere in sight.
Scientists commonly call such situations as being “confronted with an anomaly or paradox or
illusion or logical contradiction” An LBG-logician calls such situations as being “challenged by the
mission of unearthing the “hidden” beta logical system, so that – in exchange for a paradox/illusion
– you obtain an LBG-logic complementarity created between two co-existing, incompatible
(exclusionary – mutually exclusive) and complementary systems of logic, alpha and beta; in
accordance with LBG-logic. And moreover, once this mission is accomplished – which is to say, the
moment this complementarity is definitively demonstrated, the paradox/illusion literally disappears,
and what had previously been regarded as a seeming logical contradiction or inconsistency in alpha
has become a logical conformity in the incompatible and complementary logical system, beta.
In this manner, the concept of an apparent logical contradiction is revealed as a synonym for the
concept “paradox/illusion”, and thus simple and extremely difficult paradoxes/illusions alike are
resolved. This is the basic principle I am talking about. The method of LBG-logic. The
fundamental concept of complementarities that give rise to an effective method of solving
paradoxes thus appears. Gödel’s theorem of incompletion combined with a) introducing the new
axiom of theory of science stipulating that information (strings of text) can have any conceivable
content, even contradictions to common sense and content associated with uniquely occurring
information and b) a small detail change of one word, in what can be called science’s 1687 axiom of
objectivity, replacing the wording “always necessarily objectively-reproducible” with “not
necessarily always objectively-reproducible”. These extensions of logical processing are essentially
only “extra-tools” that further confirm this solution method in terms of a 4th generation of
empiricism. The wholly decisive tool is LBG-logic.

Let us take an example from medicine:
As a constitutional logician it is not difficult to see that the science of immunology is an LBGlogical complementarity to homeopathy. Why is this so? Why does competence in LBG-logic make
this relationship easily apparent? Before reading further, I urge you ponder over an answer to this
question for yourself. You need to ask yourself the question: How can I formulate the essential
fundamental principles of two phenomena so that a comparison between these formulations reveals
that they are almost identical – but yet significantly different. My aim here is to train you to see how
gifted researchers discover an LBG-logical complementarity in a particular context. This is
precisely what was done in the case of quantum-physics’ principle of complementarities, as well as
in the creation of hyperbolic non-Euclidian visa-a-vis Euclidean geometry. This is also how Bohr
worked in his penetration of psychology, sociology and language, and this is how I myself work
with an LBG-logical comparison of modern capitalism/central bank economy rearding both the
foundations of the so-called monetarily financed economy in economic history, and also with regard
to further developing the concept of a people-friendly, well functioning (without inflation)
monetarily financed economy.
The scientific field of immunology was grounded by Edward Jenner towards the end of the 18th
century in England. What Jenner did was the following:
He focused on the principle that stipulates: That which has the appearance of a sickness shall be
administered to a presently healthy individual so that this person will not become ill if he or she is
exposed to a potential source of infection (hence, at risk of contracting the sickness). Hippocrates,
living in or around the 4th century BC and widely hailed as the father of modern medicine, wrote
(actually a collection of authors collected under the name Hippocrates) the following: A sickness is
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cured by its like (that which is similar), and by means of this like substance (similarity), wherein it
is given to the patient, who then returns from illness to good health. This formulation has come to
be known as Hippocrates’ law of similarity or the principle of similarities (Similia similibus
curantur) and was rediscovered by Samuel Hahnemann (1755 – 1843), the founder of homeopathy.
Hahnemann furthered this fundamental principle, in accordance with a number of fundamental
axioms which he was successful in making crystal clear: Which is to say, he carried out what can be
termed a typically brilliant LBG-logic-based project. In principle, it is thus fair to say that instead
of recommending patients to do all in their power to counter (fight) a sickness, Hippocrates and
Hahnemann turned this whole concept inside out and recommended that a sick person be
deliberately administered a given dose of the infection (or its like) with the aim of restoring that
person to health. Somewhat simplified, this inverted or contrary process means that simultaneous
with being deliberately “medically” administered a given sickness (or its like), an individual
develops a future strengthened antibody protection against this sickness, thereby preventing it from
recurring in that individual.
In other words, homeopathy (logical system beta) constitutes a paradox within immunology’s
logical system, alpha, precisely as immunology (alpha) can be said to constitute a paradox within
homoeopathy’s logical system, beta. These are the two paradoxes you, as a constitutional logician,
must identify as a first step. Thereafter, your mission is to solve each of them. For as long as you
attempt to solve the one paradox within the framework of the other’s logical system (with its
specific logical constituents), you demonstrate that your knowledge of how to solve paradoxes is
wanting.
Paradoxes are solved by going outside one’s habitual box (frames of reference and thought) and
placing them in a new logical system – whose logical constituents (axioms, undefined terms and
definitions) create a new setting where an apparent logical contradiction/inconsistency, within the
system giving rise to it, is now a logical conformity in this new system. In other words, what is
missing – in this particular example – are the two further logical systems which respectively define
immunology from the perspective of homeopathy, and homeopathy from the perspective of
immunology (clearly, everything is constantly being turning upside-down – this is the ingeniousness
of the LBG-logical method).

To summarize, from a slightly different standpoint:
When paradoxes are created and played out, an LBG-logically proscribed blending of two logical
systems, each one incompatible to the other (exclusionary – mutually exclusive) and
complementary, has been effected. This, as you are probably aware, is precisely the way paradoxes
are created in an informational context. But, inasmuch as both logical systems, alpha and beta (in
the above case of immunology and homeopathy, in that order), are already made apparent (logically
validated and published), both paradoxes can be resolved by ingeniously setting them in an LBGlogical complementarity to each other. It takes a couple of hours reading of two popular scientific
books. One in immunology and one in homeopathy, and then applying some LBG-logic. And you
do not even have to be educated in medicine. In short, an example of a so-called brilliant solution
within advanced mathematics: We use two already validated formulations and combine them. This
is an example how modern mathematics work in terms of the 3rd generation of empiricism. Do you
see how simple it is? It is about practising LBG-logic over and over again. Now I want you to learn
to work in the same way. You do not necessarily have to go into mathematics. Mathematics is
actually only a kind a language. There are many languages out there. Paradoxes can be formulated
in a wide variety of ways in many languages.
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I want you to see how simply the connection between immunology and homeopathy is
accomplished
It is simply an example for practising analogical reasoning. Precisely as was discussed, and this
bears repeating, in the case of hyperbolic non-Euclidian geometry and elliptic non-Euclidian
geometry, and as was discussed in the case of quantum-physics with energy treated as wave activity
and energy treated as particle activity, and importantly, where the quantum-physics
complementarity principle to a certain degree provides a more useful particularized description of
the phenomenon of energy. In this way, too, it is easy for a constitutional logician to demonstrate a
natural immunity-defence system complementarity principle, where immunology and homeopathy
establish a relationship to each other as incompatible (exclusionary = mutually exclusive) and
complementary logical systems within the framework of a complementary logical system in a
certain particularized description of the health/sickness-phenomenon.
You can see for yourself that the concept of cross-science, meaning the synergistic interplay
between the various branches of science, clearly becomes more interesting as LBG-logic now
becomes accessible to all of science. There are people with special knowledge within different
areas. With LBG-logic, we learn to formulate principles within various, and what plainly appear to
be, contradicting areas that allow LBG-logical complementarities to emerge – one after the other.
Suddenly, our research rises to a Nobel prize-winning level. The process does not even have to be
particularly difficult, which is amazing.

The Hardy–Weinberg law
Dr Wilhelm Weinberg was a German physician and obstetrician-gynaecologist, who in a 1908
published a work on population genetics that would later come to be known as the Hardy–Weinberg
principle, equilibrium, model, theorem, or law. Weinberg had spent a considerable amount of time
researching the subject before arriving at his famous result. Independent of Weinberg, a leading
English mathematician named Godfrey Harold Hardy spent some hours reading a scientific book on
genetics. By applying LBG-logic, he was able to formulate, in only a few hours, the same
underlying principle in population genetics as Weinberg. Hardy was not educated in population
genetics, but he was one of the great exponents of logic at the time. LBG-logic is indeed a powerful
tool, and it is easy to learn with well-crafted educational books. I strongly recommend that such
books begin to be written now .

Here again highlighted: LBG-logic is not used by all of science’s many branches though its
universal implementation throughout science should have occurred long ago. Briefly stated, a
situation arises, first noted about 175 years ago, that creates troublesome contradictions (paradoxes)
of a logical nature within science. Under certain, let us say, A-circumstances, science says so-andso, while under other, let us say, B-circumstances, science does an about-face and says something
completely different. And yet, science quite rightly demands that it be consistent in its performance
– in which case, science should be saying the same thing in both circumstances, A and B. In other
words, science it is not acting with consistency when it should be. This inconsistency
(inappropriate or directly incorrect use of the weighty and authoritarian words “in the name of
science”) is further revealed with the help of LBG-logic.
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Chapter 7
The Gödel-strengthening of the LBG-method
The two Gödel theorems of incompletion (1931), when combined with the powerful LBG-logic,
result in an ingenious capacity to solve paradoxes and dissolve illusions - even very difficult or
extremely difficult ones. This ingenious logical tool even has the capacity to finally overcome
seemingly hopelessly stalled catch-22's of the past.
The Gödel-strengthening of the LBG-method is applied to a connection or context of some kind
where anomalies (= logical contradictions, paradoxes and illusions and perhaps one or more catch22's are involved). Often such contexts are ground-breaking, pioneering works of various kinds in,
e.g. integrated medicine, mathematics, physics, geology etc., or in sensitive or even highly sensitive
areas of community development such as the disclosure of large scale system errors, bank frauds
and investment scandals dealing with people's retirement savings and so on (see my trilogy
Capitalism Revealed! The Gigantic Bank Fraud - An outstanding political and financial deception,
www.nyaekonomiskasystemet.se). In all these and countless other examples, the actual disclosure
process always starts with the discovery of one or more anomalies occuring in the context of an
observation/experiment. Often such troublesome or disturbing anomalies are swept under the rug by
those with the aim of keeping things the way they were before.
But historical hindsight shows that there have been so called pioneers and/or whistleblowers
eventually taking hold of these anomalies and beginning to explore them in depth logically. Usually
such a pioneering process is very difficult and time consuming, and not seldom it is the police who
undertake such studies as part of in-depth police investigations.
But there are also individuals within science who attempt to deal with such anomalies. I tell you this
because if you, as such a pioneer - whether you are policeman or practitioner of science or a
whistleblower - choose to educate yourself in the Gödel-strengthening of the LBG-method, you will
experience that the actual pioneering or investigative work we are talking about becomes incredibly
easy and discovery of what is to be disclosed is much more rapid. This means: to solve the paradox
involved, dissolve the illusion at work and eventually identify what needs to be introduced into the
debate to solve a seemingly hopelessly stalled catch-22.
Therefore it is no exaggeration when I say that the Gödel-strengthening of the LBG-method is an
extremely powerful logical instrument while at the same time being invaluable to humanity. As the
LBG-method is a crucial part of the concept of 3rd generation of empiricism, Gödel’s two
incompleteness theorems become no less than a major reinforcement of the 3rd generation of
empiricism.

The Czechoslovakian mathematician/logician Kurt Gödel (1906-1978) worked ...
with the formulation of questions which revealed that logical systems which meet specified
prerequisites, and which are very common, enable the formulation of assertions within the
parameters of these logical systems. Assertions that cannot be proven with the help of the respective
information contained in such logical systems - are typically an indication that a paradox, illusion or
catch-22 is at play in the context.
In order to successfully arrive at a logical proof of such a solution, troublesome assertions (exactly
defining the troublesome paradox, illusion or catch 22's at play), it is necessary to go outside the
parameters of the logical system under study and retrieve information from the logical constitution
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and/or theorem level of another system of logic using the LBG-method. As we shall see,
confronting an anomaly (paradox/illusion) within a given alpha logical system is a so-called Gödelevent. By gaining a clear understanding of this logical relationship (anomaly = Gödel-event =
paradox = illusion = seemingly hopelessly stalled catch-22), the extent of the extraordinary power a
generalized LBG-method-logic presents will become equally apparent. Let us take an example from
mathematics, one that you are now already familiar with.

Let us study an anomaly = a Gödel-event within Euclidean geometry (logical system
alpha)
The purpose is to demonstrate how to go 'outside the box' of current conventional thinking within
Euclidian geometry to solve a difficult problem. I use Euclidian geometry as an example. It is then
up to you to choose your own area of operation and make your own analogy with this example as a
template or reference. Let´s say our task is to demonstrate the following anomaly (Gödel-event)
within Euclidean geometry’s logical system alpha with regard to the following fantasy-assertion;
The sum of the angles in a triangle is always less than 180 degrees.
I have consciously chosen Euclidean geometry as an example because almost everyone knows that
the sum of the angles in a triangle is exactly 180 degrees. In other words, Euclidean geometry
(common sense logical system alpha) is a well-known reference system, so deeply ingrained in the
minds of most educated people that the assertion posing the sum of the angles as being exactly 180
degrees is widely regarded as a self-evident certainty (that is: common sense). At the same time,
the reader will be by now, or is already fully aware there already exists a logical system, beta,
whose construction leads to a contradictory assertion, posing that the sum of the angles in a
triangle is always less than 180 degrees, which is a logical truth in said beta system, and that this
logical system is, as mentioned earlier, constructed with hyperbolic non-Euclidean geometry. The
point is: we thus have a real-world demonstration that with the help of advanced logic’s LBGmethod, it is possible to begin experimenting at the fundamental logical level of alpha, seeking to
create a beta system of logic whose cellar-level logical tools make it possible to logically derive a
logical truth in beta that is simultaneously a fantasy assertion (formulation without meaning) in
alpha.
In this way you will see the tremendous power of the Gödel-strengthening of the LBG-method, as
an example among many examples of advanced paradoxes (illusions), when it comes to dealing
with “strange” anomalies. The real world of Euclidean geometry is the surface we call the plane
(also called a flat “world”). The real world of hyperbolic non-Euclidean geometry has turned out to
be the surface of the so called pseudosphere. A curved surface (a so called curved “world”) formed
as the rotational surface of a classic and mythological curve of the 17th century, known as the
Tractrix, spun around the y-axle of a right-angled co-ordinate system. The resulting configuration is
today referred to as the pseudosphere. Other contexts can be about the “worlds” of immunology and
homeopathy or the “worlds” of the now infamous Enron and the associated accounting scandal
involving double bookkeeping (one visible and the other secret) in around 2002 in USA. There are
many “worlds” where anomalies (seemingly logical contradictions) show up.
As the starting point for the construction of our thought-experiment, forming a “Gödel-event”
within alpha (Euclidean geometry), we consider each in turn.
Euclidean geometry is posed as representative of a logical system within whose parameters socalled “normal” arithmetic applies – which is to say, the form of arithmetic that children are taught
in school, making use of the numerals 0, 1, 2, 3 ... etc. (the natural numerical system), in accord
with the rules of calculation “normally” attached to them. This condition has to be met in order to
make it possible to apply Gödel´s two theorems of incompletion. And for the sake of simplicity, we
will refer to the logical system of Euclidean geometry as alpha. Your own “worlds” must apply
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equally to the form of arithmetic that children are taught in school, making use of the numerals 0, 1,
2, 3 ... etc. (the natural numerical system). If it is, you are free to use the Gödel-strengthening of the
LBG-method.
Within alpha’s parameters it is easy to formulate an anomaly (deviation = paradox or illusion),
which states: The sum of the angles in a triangle is always less than 180 degrees. The words and
word phrases contained in this string of letters forming words with content, i.e. sum of the angles,
in, triangle, is, less, than, 180, degrees, are all found in the storehouse of letters and words and word
phrases contained within Euclidean geometry (logical system alpha).
To repeat, be using a little fantasy it is easy to put together a sentence (a string of letters forming
words with a clear content), as follows: The sum of the angles in a triangle is always less than 180
degrees. A mathematician trained in Euclidean geometry will immediately recognize that this string
of letters forming words with its content does not represent a logical truth in alpha. Nevertheless, it
is possible to formulate this assertion within alpha’s logical framework, is that not so? For this
reason we must immediately label our string of words as a fantasy assertion. In other words, our
basic-level knowledge of Euclidean geometry is sufficient enough to make us aware that our fantasy
assertion is a long way from expressing a logical truth in alpha.
We then conclude we are dealing with an anomaly within alpha. This can also be formulated as our
fantasy assertion represents an invented abstraction that lacks relevance in alpha, other than the fact
that it is possible, even easy, to formulate this string of letters forming words with its content within
the parameters of alpha. In short, while it is possible to create this abstraction within alpha, it does
not have meaning within alpha’s parameters. It is very important you see this detail when you apply
this technique on your own “worlds” under investigation/research.
Let us now for the moment consider the whole. Assume that we lack basic-level knowledge of
Euclidean geometry. Therefore we cannot know if this string of letters forming words with content
should be understood as an invented abstraction without meaning within alpha or as a logical truth.
And we certainly do not know about the advanced concept of the other “world” of hyperbolic nonEuclidean in comparison to Euclidean geometry. We are pretending we simply know very little
about what is going on, but we do indeed, for some reason, again and again stumble over our
strange anomaly The sum of the angles in a triangle is always less than 180 degrees. The question
then arises: Can we logically demonstrate that said formulated this string of letters forming words
with its strange content is a logical truth or falsehood within alpha (Euclidean geometry), using the
logical methods (logical tools = logical constitution made up of axioms, undefined terms and
definitions, along with logically derived theorems) contained in that self-same system of logic?
To answer this question, we now divide our further reasoning into two parts, accordingly:

Part 1 – Gödel’s two theorems of incompletion state that it is possible to formulate at least some
assertion within alpha’s logical framework (Euclidean geometry’s) that cannot be logically proven
(validated or refuted) with the assistance of the logical tools contained in alpha. In other words, in
the first part of our reasoning we choose to apply Gödel’s two theorems of incompletion to this
string of letters forming words with its strange content in alpha....

Part II – Here, we choose to work with the logical methods contained in alpha (a standard
textbook in Euclidean geometry) and thereafter, by exercising due perseverance we at last arrive at
a logical deduction, which, much to our surprise and dismay, unequivocally refutes our original
fantasy-assertion. That is to say, we succeed in logically proving that it is rather the following
string of words with its particular and common sense oriented content that applies as a logical truth
within alpha: The sum of the angles in a triangle always is always exactly 180 degrees.
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Now: In the text below, we will be making use of the following definition of the concept
“paradox (illusion)”:
Take a given logical system under study – let us call this system alpha, where said alpha
simultaneously meets the following 3 conditions.
1) An assertion, P, can be formulated from the content contained within alpha.
2) The assertion, P, cannot be logically demonstrated as logically valid within alpha
3) A negation of P (the logical contradiction of P) can be demonstrated as a logically valid
assertion within alpha. For our purposes, a paradox (illusion) is identical to P, and where the
negation of P can be formulated in at least one way, but not necessarily in more ways than
one.
In this situation, we can make the following logical conclusions: The string of letters forming
words with strange meaning The sum of the angles in a triangle is always less than 180 degrees,
proves to be a logical contradiction (paradox/illusion = deviation = anomaly = Gödel-event) to an
assertion, axiom, undefined term, definition or in case of a theorem logically deduced within the
parameters specific to alpha (Euclidean geometry), to wit: The sum of the angles in a triangle is
always exactly 180 degrees. Thus, we can also validly state that we have succeeded in logically
proving that our string of letters forming words with content meets the definition (required
characteristics) of, and can be qualified as, a deviation or paradox/illusion – i.e. we have logically
demonstrated, as above, that our string of letters forming words with content is a logically invalid
assertion within the parameters specific to alpha (Euclidean geometry).
This represents a significant advance in our reasoning process – Because inasmuch as we can prove
(as dictated by the combination of logical constituents directing alpha’s logical system) the logical
validity of the string of letters forming words with the content, “The sum of the angles in a triangle
is always exactly 180 degrees,” within alpha, so must a contradictory string of letters forming
words with content be a logical falsehood since we require that no contradictions exist in alpha in
order for it to be recognized as a qualified system of logic (exhibits logical consistency = free from
logical contradictions). It is vital that you as the reader understand this detail.
Now we come to the most interesting facet of all this – and it was this interesting facet that came as
an intellectual shock to many people within science when Gödel, 1929-1931, set forth his very
controversial two theorems of incompletion. These two theorems clearly state that despite our full
and certain knowledge that the formulation The sum of the angles in a triangle is always exactly
180 degrees is a logical truth within the parameters of alpha, we nonetheless know nothing as to
whether one or another contradiction of this formulation, as for example in our discussion, The sum
of the angles in a triangle is always less than 180 degrees, can be revealed as a logical truth in
some other logical system.
This means that even if we are first-class mathematicians and/or experts in every facet and phase of
Euclidean geometry, we can still – with the help of Gödel’s two theorems of incompletion - rightly
proclaim that we have no inkling as to whether the string of letters forming words with content, The
sum of the angles in a triangle is always less than 180 degrees, is a logical truth or falsehood in
the context of some other logical system. What we only know and can state with certainty is that
with specific concern to our “world” under consideration (Euclidean geometry), this specific string
of letters forming words with its strange content is an invented-abstraction without relevance or
meaning. Therefore, and this is the very point, we cannot dismiss with certainty the possibility that
there may exist another “world”, a logical system, beta, where our assertion, The sum of the angles
in a triangle is always less than 180 degrees, characterized as a meaningless invented-abstraction
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in alpha, can suddenly become very meaningful (the solution to our paradox under investigation),
because in such a beta system it may be possible to logically derive this string of letters forming
words with content as a logical truth. In other words, unless it can be definitively established that
there is no possibility of such a beta system’s existence, we cannot say the string of letters forming
words with the content, The sum of the angles in a triangle is always less than 180 degrees, is a
nonsensical, invented abstraction, or a wildly inventive assertion that we need not bother with, and
so forth.

It is at this juncture that many minds have succumbed to dizziness and doubt
“Are there actually other logical geometric systems besides Euclidean geometry? – Are there really,
or is this some dastardly joke?” Is a question that an early-17th century geometrist, having
miraculously been given the chance to read Gödel’s two theorems of incompletion and inspired to
apply it to his own beloved Euclidean geometry, would likely have uttered through clenched teeth,
sweat running off his brow in frustration and despair at the attempt. What had Kurt Gödel written in
1931 that could be the cause of such frustration and doubt? Namely he had made it clear that we
cannot simply, without further ado, dismiss improbable “fantasy assertions” (anomalies = logical
contradictions) formulated within the parameters of, alpha, a logical system meeting Gödel’s
criteria, as nonsense, wildly inventive or asinine, solely because these “fantasy assertions” =
anomalies = paradoxes/illusions = catch 22's = Gödel-events prove to be contradictions with that
alpha system of logic.
Are you still with me? We are well advanced in the subject matter now! By going back and reading
the section you have just completed, you will give yourself time to let it sink in, step by step. This is
the technique I have used over and over again during about 50 years of research - from the age of 13
as a somewhat insecure teenager, until my adult years – during which time I applied myself to this
trilogy with its more than 22 social frauds (illusions, paradoxes and seemingly hopelessly stalled
catch-22's) within the capitalist/central bank economy of our world).

Remark: Nor can we rule out the possibility that a paradox/illusion (anomaly) formulated in some
connection/context appropriate to this discussion is significantly more complex and advanced than
the relatively simple and elementary logical system of Euclidean geometry, alpha, and therefore, the
further possibility that in the context of another logical system, beta, it may be logically chosen or
revealed as a logical constituent (axiom and/or undefined term and/or definition) or logically
deduced theorem in that setting, and hence, cease to be a paradox/illusion or anomaly. In other
words, for those with the eyes to see it, Gödel also made it clear that it is very unwise to
automatically dismiss “fantasy assertions” (anomalies) formulated within a known logical system,
alpha, based solely on our inability to grasp them due to apparent common-sense contradictions or
logical inconsistency within alpha. This is the core of the process of pioneering work leading to
ground-breaking discoveries within science, or for that matter, skilfully managed criminal
investigations leading to important breakthroughs in protecting our society from criminals
attempting to perpetrate scams at the expense of other peoples lives and well-being.

Today we know perfectly well that what in earlier days could be easily refuted ...
and dismissed as being inconsistent with universally accepted common knowledge and common
sense, are today, beginning with, and thanks to, the insights that Gödel advanced in 1931, no longer
subject to being routinely treated as nonsense, no matter how much this contingent of professors
might long to similarly dismiss, for example, more or less strange anomalies (troublesome
paradoxes/illusions) entering a context of research.
You within the police have a similar situation. Read the following carefully: The good old days,
where it was acceptable to greet “strange” formulations presented in various connections with a
wall of sanctimonious arrogance and superiority and routinely dismiss them as nonsense and
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worthless curiosities, no longer apply. Instead, there may exist circumstances (“worlds” = logical
systems) where this nonsense (paradoxes/illusions = anomalies = seemingly logical contradictions)
proves to function in accordance with said circumstance’s specific logical rules (what the content of
the logical system in question has to say at its fundamental level of axioms, undefined terms and
definitions or logically deduced theorems) in a complementary and non-exclusionary way. It might
be a good idea to make a call to some LBG-logician at your state university and ask for LBGlogical advice if you get stuck in a more than usually troublesome police-investigation. Think about
the leading mathematician Hardy who in just a few of hours solved a “difficult” problem by using
his finely honed skills as a logician practising LBG-logic. Today you can, as skilful investigators,
learn to bolster the efficiency of your LBG-work by use of the incredible Gödel-strengthening of the
LBG-method.

The time has passed where anomalies and paradoxes/illusions and “Gödel-events” are
routinely cast into the rubbish bin...
on the recommendation of one or another observer in some scientific connection - who is only
working within the logically poorly developed parameters of 2nd generation of empiricism - can go
by without raising a meaningful stir or objection. Beginning here and now, it is necessary for all
observers working in at least a scientific capacity to learn the LBG-method (3rd generation of
empiricism), and thereby learn how to deal with anomalies and paradoxes and “Gödel-events” in a
logically competent manner.
The existing words (string of words with its content) in a given system of logic are there as a basic
storage-well that we can ladle out of and reformulate. A portion of the “remarkable” or “strange”
assertions we thus put together will, guaranteed, be regarded as pure and total “fantasies” and
contradictions to common sense – and as such, be categorized as anomalies and paradoxes (logical
contradictions) – but this eventuality notwithstanding, it is possible that these assertions can prove
to be powerful “information-carriers” or conduits, as has happened before in other logical systems.
Having said this, our general consideration of the Gödel-strengthening of the LBG-method is
complete and at the risk of redundancy we can summarize as below:

Summary
We have exemplified a so-called “Gödel-event” (an anomaly) within alpha with regard to our
fantasy-assertion; The sum of the angles in a triangle is always less than 180 degrees. With the
help of the scientific methods (logical tools contained in alpha = the collection of axioms,
undefined terms, definitions and logically derived theorems) we succeeded in logically proving that
our fantasy-assertion can be demonstrated as logically false within the parameters of alpha
(Euclidean geometry) since it contradicted one of alpha’s theorem-level assertions concerning the
exact sum of the angles in a triangle, and which moreover could be logically demonstrated in alpha
as a logical truth. In other words, we have shown that it is possible to formulate at least one
assertion within alpha’s parameters that cannot be demonstrated as logically true within that selfsame logical system. In addition, we have shown that within alpha’s parameters our formulated
fantasy-assertion is to be understood as an anomaly or logical paradox/illusion (logical
contradiction). Carrying this reasoning one step further, we can say that the exemplified Gödelevent is a so-called anomaly or paradox.
We have also shown that when we go outside the parameters of alpha (Euclidean geometry) and
work instead within the parameters of beta (logical tools contained in beta = the collection of
axioms, undefined terms, definitions and logically derived theorems forming hyperbolic nonEuclidean geometry) it becomes suddenly possible to logically prove (logically derive) that that
which had constituted a formulated fantasy-assertion within alpha’s logical framework is a logical
truth (a logically derived assertion) within the parameters of beta, which in this case is the same as
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the logical system of hyperbolic non-Euclidian geometry.
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Chapter 8
Science's present ongoing and troublesome “double bookkeeping”situation
The misuse of scientific authority in the name of science by help of proven scientific
methods within the 2nd generation of empiricism
This is repeated in slightly different words: In order for the reader to understand this most sensitive
issue there are a number of details dealing with modern advanced logic that must be clear. This
chapter covers the essence of what now requires further illumination. Let us start:
Over the last 2,500 years, science’s three fundamental supporting pillars: 1) Scientific
observation/experiment, 2) Scientific method and 3) Scientific knowledge/truth have been defined
as static (unchangeable) concepts in each and every one of the three scientific models thus far
officially created within science. The 3rd generation of empiricism (the unofficial 4th scientific
model) results in new definitions of the concepts: 1) Scientific observation/experiment, 2) Scientific
method and 3) Scientific knowledge/truth. The following analysis shows how this works.
As we have seen in this text, the vast majority of branches of modern science are still to this day
working within the parameters of the 2nd generation of empiricism. The scientific method of the
2nd generation of empiricism is a logical system fundamentally defined by, at this point, our five
familiar axioms: 1) the objectivity axiom, 2) the progressive “truth” axiom, 3) the honour code
axiom, 4) the humility axiom and 5) the hors concours axiom. Then, in addition to these axioms
various new axioms, undefined terms and logically deduced theorems are built on top of these, thus
forming various scientific theories known as the ingredients of the many branches of science.
Branches like mathematics, medicine, geology etc.
Now assume a group of scientists outside of mathematics were to implement a practical experiment
measuring the sum of angels in a triangle on the surface of a pseudosphere. And assume these
scientists are not updated with the 3rd generation of empiricism that is obvious within modern
mathematics. This group of scientists would not have a clue regarding the LBG-method and the
advanced Gödel-strengthening of the LBG-method. We can also assume that they are unaware of
the already documented theory (logical system) of hyperbolic non-Euclidean geometry within
advanced mathematics. The scientists make their measurements and face a “strange” anomaly that
states: the sum of the angles is always less than 180º. Over and over again they repeat their
experiment finally concluding with statistical certainty that at the surface of a pseudosphere it is
correct to state that the sum of the angles is always less than 180º. The first question is: Is this
“strange” statement observed according to what can be termed a 2nd generation of empiricism
scientific observation/experiment? YES, answer the group of measuring scientists. We use the five
fundamental axioms of 2nd generation of empiricism. The second question is: is this “strange”
statement a 2nd generation of empiricism a scientific knowledge/truth? NO, answer the group of
measuring scientists, because the five fundamental axioms of 2nd generation of empiricism
combined with the theory of Euclidean geometry clearly states that the sum of the angles in any
given triangle always equals 180 degrees.
The group of measuring scientists thus reveal that they lack the in-depth knowledge that states that
Euclidean geometry is a geometry designed for the special case of a flat surface, and what is outside
the “flat surface world” is not discussed in Euclidean geometry. The group uses the wording in any
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given triangle as their official confirmation that it is ok for them to use the logical constitution
(logical system) of Euclidean geometry as a reference to decide whether the statement: the sum of
the angles is always less than 180º is a scientific knowledge/truth or not. And as it contradicts the
Euclidean geometry statement they conclude that their “strange” anomaly is not a scientific fact
(scientific truth).

The message to society and politicians then becomes:
do not try to make use of pseudospheres, because on the surface of pseudospheres the sum of the
angles is always less than 180º and that is not a scientific fact (scientific truth). In the name of
science we therefore recommend only use of surfaces that are scientifically known (scientific truths)
, according to what we, within the 2nd generation of empiricism, refer to as proven scientific
methods (the scientific method of the 2nd generation of empiricism). When a group of scientists are
then asked if they use the fundamental axioms of progressive “truth”, the honour code, the humility
and the hors concours they answer that they are doing their best, but until they have made further
progress in their research, their official recommendation is to handle information in a responsible
way according to proven scientific methods.
For them to make further progress in their research is a process that can take years, decades, even
hundreds of years to accomplish. Until then the “strange” anomaly, in the worst case scenario, will
be regarded as a worthless curiosity that is not to be taken seriously. End of discussion. In other
words, we are here witnessing an abuse of scientific authority (violation of the honour code axiom
of the third scientific model (2nd generation of empiricism) and the documented existence of the
3rd generation of empiricism as the documented LBG-method, with its Gödel strengthening of the
LBG-method within modern higher mathematics of this scientific model of the 3rd generation of
empiricism. This clearly states that, as a scientist, in order to avoid this abuse of scientific authority,
one must carefully take into account the nature of the particular logical constitution (logical system
alpha under study) involved. That is: the ability, competence and apparent good intentions of the
scientific representatives involved should not be taken into account.
From the perspective of a logician, these representatives have erroneously employed the
information and conceptual content of an existing “normal” reference logic, system Alpha, to
evaluate and judge information and concepts derived from and contained in a wholly incompatible
Beta system of logic. Predictably, such information is summarily determined as unacceptable by the
Alpha reference logic, with the result that the Beta information’s complementary nature, and
potential real-world value, are unjustly and, in the author’s view, too often tragically ignored.
In the following text, I will call this misuse-situation the misuse of scientific authority in the name
of science by help of proven scientific methods within the 2nd generation of empiricism. A
troublesome scientific “double bookkeeping”-situation then comes into view.
The key to solving this troublesome situation of scientific misuse is to initially develop further the
2nd generation of empiricism to become the 3rd generation of empiricism. Then, further develop
the 3rd generation of empiricism to become the 4th generation of empiricism.

Further develop the 2nd generation of empiricism to become the 3rd generation of
empiricism
First we add another four fundamental axioms to the list of our already existing five fundamental
axioms of the 2nd generation of empiricism, These are:
The LBG-method’s 1st fundamental axiom: Its principle of complementarity
The LBG-method’s 2nd fundamental axiom: Its macro-/middle-/and micro-cosmos principle
The LBG-method’s 3rd fundamental axiom: The principle of immediate usability
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The LBG-method’s 4th fundamental axiom: The principle of perfect and imperfect 1-to-1
correspondence
Secondly we add the Gödel-strengthening of the LBG-method so that anomalies, whatever they
might be, can be handled in an logically/constitutionally advanced and competent way. We thus
define the fundamental logical system of the 3rd generation of empiricism accordingly.
The core of this then becomes, here repeated: Directly contradictory knowledge (truths) can
simultaneously exist in a complementary setting. An LBG-logician would pose that, here, one is
very likely to be confronted with incompatible (mutually exclusive = each excludes the other) and
complementary logical systems, alpha and beta, where that which regulates logical system alpha
(its axioms, undefined terms and definitions) is not necessarily the body of directives that can
appropriately be used to evaluate (to observe) logical system beta, which, in turn, very likely has its
own specific axioms, undefined terms and definitions. Moreover, these logical building-blocks are
so-called fundamental assertions – and, as such – have a logical status whereby they need not be
logically proven but are simply set in place from the beginning so that a house can be built upon
them: A beginning has to be made somewhere – the first shovel sunk or the first corner stone set
into place...using the Gödel-strengthening of the LBG-method so that anomalies, whatever they
might be, can be handled in an advanced, logically, constitutionally competent way.
In the specific example of measuring the sum of angels in a triangle on various surfaces, at least the
following 3rd generation of empiricism scientific truths/fact are discovered: 1) the sum of the
angles in any given triangle is always less than 180 degrees, 2) the sum of the angles in any given
triangle always equals 180 degrees and 3) the sum of the angles in any given triangle is always
greater than 180 degrees. That means that scientific truths in the 3rd generation of empiricism can
very well contradict each other when only reading 1), 2) and 3) without delving deeper into each
example, i.e. taking into account the various surfaces (logical systems) under study. Therefore it is
so important to take into account the nature of the particular logical constitutions involved (logical
systems alpha, beta, gamma etc, under study, and do so while comparing them to each other
according to the nine fundamental axioms of the 3rd generation of empiricism).
This means, at the risk of being overly pedantic, that we can not rule out the existence of scientific
knowledge/truths in the 3rd generation of empiricism in which this scientific knowledge/truth can,
superficially - if we do not take into account the logical constitution under 3rd generation
empiricism (LBG method with its Gödel-strengthening) - be logically contradictory, unless we take
into account the logical constitution, these seemingly contradictory scientific knowledge/truths
exists as parallel scientific knowledge/truths in relation to the LBG logical "worlds" (logical
systems alpha, beta, gamma, etc ... constitutional-logically cross-referenced under the 3rd
generation of empiricism).
If we do not take into account the logical constitution, as is the case in the second generation of
empiricism, this furthermore means that the concept of scientific knowledge/truth is no longer a
compelling scientific concept because there may well exist directly contradictory scientific
knowledge/truths, even though they, seen superficially, have directly contradictory composition.
Precisely these critically important LBG-logical facts need to be pointed out very carefully to
today's generation of scientists, as they currently use (within the framework of the geriatric and
weakly developed 2nd generation of empiricism) scientific knowledge/concept of truth to exclude
information that is not consistent with objective reproducibility.
This is done exclusively on the grounds that observed information is not compositionally consistent
with the scientific truth that is referenced in an objectively reproducible scientific experiment
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designed without regard to logical constitution.
This is a very serious logical error which, among other things, academic medicine is repeatedly
guilty of when they evaluate, for example, alternative complementary medicine by dismissing
information/phenomena simply because the information/phenomenon does not behave in
accordance with a logical system based on objective reproducibility. They perceive this rejection of
unreproducible information/phenomena as being scientific truth when there could very well exist
holistically oriented logical systems (see analysis below regarding so-called subjective oriented
logical systems and fourth generation of empiricism) where a direct contradictory truth in precisely
the holistic logical framework of the system emerges in its own characteristic manner in terms of
the formulation of its compositional content.
Academic medicine and other sciences are therefore urged to immediately learn to apply 3rd
generation empiricism's LBG-logic, complemented by its highly advanced, further development 4th
generation of empiricism. Professionally, academic medicine has seen significantly lethargic
progress in this critically important and fundamental branch of scientific development, in that LBGlogic was introduced already to science as far back as the 1830's.
Analogously, the basic concept of scientific method is in urgent need of revision. The second
generation of empiricism namely abused this concept by giving it a static, unchanging character of a
situational misuse – the misuse of scientific authority in the name of science with the help of proven
scientific methods within the 2nd generation of empiricism. A troublesome scientific “double
bookkeeping” situation thus comes into view. Seen in the light of the third and fourth generations of
empiricism, the concept of scientific method is rather a highly dynamic, evolving and constantly
changing/developing concept, where the method being used at any moment must naturally be
distinguished from any other method used at that moment in accordance with skillful use of LBG
logic with its powerful Gödel strengthening, combined with the four axioms of the 4th generation of
empiricism.
Summerizing then, as is so important: The former static (unchangeable) concepts: 1) Scientific
observation/experiment, 2) Scientific method and 3) Scientific knowledge/truth, become in the
scientific model of the 4th generation of empiricism (see analysis below) dynamic (changeable)
concepts that shift from one LBG-logical complementarity to another, independent of whether the
information in question is objectively reproducible or uniquely occurring. What decides the
dynamic (changeability) is the content contained in the axioms, undefined terms and definitions that
make up the relevant LBG-logical complementarity, regulated by the 13 axioms of the 4th
generation of empiricism.
It is thus now appropriate to point out that, to put it another another way, the 3rd generation of
empiricism also needs to be further developed on to its 4th generation.
The scientific method of the 3rd generation of empiricism has proven capability and strength in
creating such advanced and important scientific theories as both of Albert Einstein's theories of
relativity (1905 and 1916 respectively). Other creations are modern quantum physics and
astrophysics during the 1900s and here in the 2000s.
In and of itself, the empirical method of the 3rd generation of empiricism is fine, but from the
perspective of modern advanced logic, when studying uniquely occuring information within the
framework of so-called holistic or subjectively oriented logical systems falls short of the mark. The
3rd generation of empiricism is not capable of dealing with such information. The solution is to
further develop the 3rd generation of empiricism into the 4:th generation of empiricism and we start
by defining the concept of subjectively oriented systems of logic.
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Chapter 9
The introduction of subjectively oriented systems of logic
Subjectively oriented information (uniquely occurring information) is information that cannot be
repeated in accord with objective reproducibility.
When we observe the enormous infrastructure of the world’s nations, the architecture, space travel,
the enhancement of the dignity of human beings due to medical development, access to raw
materials, and numerous other documented contributions from science’s various branches of
objective-reproducibility, we are, beyond all reasonable question and doubt, witnessing no small
number of impressive constructions, and real-world examples, of praiseworthy functionality and
organization.
At the same time, it is vital to understand that the logical systems that underlie these achievements
and today’s important scientific, technological, medical, and societal advances in our world
community are, nevertheless, actually grounded on relatively limited or idealized logical systems –
which are, in essence, only strictly objectively-reproducible in character. This means that it is quite
common for scientific researchers to work with idealized or vastly simplified logical systems, some
containing fewer than ten change-inducing, system-affecting factors. Others, in more rare cases,
may be allowed to contain up to as many as hundreds, possibly culminating in some hundreds of
thousands of such factors – but only up to a limited sum total. Or stated in slightly different way,
within today’s conventional scientific research (mostly limited to work within 2nd generation of
empiricism), the total number of factors that simultaneously induce change and affect a given
system under study may be allowed to reach a truly astounding number, but not so astounding that
the sum total of factors is allowed to exceed the parameters of the study in question.
As a practical matter, even when parameters have been established and respected, today’s supercomputers are often so strained by the comprehensive enormity of such factor-rich research that the
conclusions reached are apt to be regarded with uncertainty or as being approximate. In the event
the number of simultaneous change-inducing, system-affecting factors, or predetermined
parameters, are now and then allowed to expand a bit – then just controlling the matrices and
determinants of such enormous systems under observation/experimentation alone becomes a
monumental task for such computers, even in the simplified linear equation systems that are being
observed. Consider then, a situation where it is reality’s often non-linear systems that are being
observed: As yet, modern advanced mathematics is still a long way from having the mathematical
capacity required to accomplish this, even if advances are starting to be made. There are still many
details, found even at the lower levels of elementary mathematics as taught in an ordinary school
curriculum, which must be further developed if we are eventually to be able to follow the course of
non-linear events.
As a result, a great deal of work is spent on implied solutions, or so-called numerical solutions,
which are really roundabout approaches and approximations towards achieving an objective, rather
than a direct advance toward it, as when applying an explicitly formulated equation or complex
system of equations. We can therefore say that the instruments of calculation we use within science,
and mathematics in particular, are namely still in a comparatively primitive stage of development.
We can say this even though today’s conventional mathematics, despite its relatively simplified and
idealized application, is still capable of performing a great deal, as the current collective scientific
documentation of all the objectively-reproducible scientific knowledge/truth clearly attests to in all
the scientific databases throughout world society.
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In this way, when the majority of modern scientists restrict themselves to only the 2nd generation of
empiricism, a seemingly hopeless and unavoidable catch-22 situation has been created. There is
seemingly no solution that allows us to turn around and approach the issue within the framework of
only the 2nd generation of empiricism. But the solution is surprisingly simple. It is about starting to
think outside the box of the conventional 2nd generation of empiricism. And this new thinking is
carried out in two major steps. First, updating one's competence to the level of the nine fundamental
axioms of the 3rd generation of empiricism. Then secondly, updating to an additional four axioms
resulting in the 4th generation of empiricism.

Subjectively oriented logical systems, …
invariably touched by holism, are logical systems that can contain over hundreds of billions of
system-affecting, change-inducing factors – in other words, an unimaginably colossal number of
simultaneously working, mutually change-inducing and information-affecting factors. It goes
without saying, that by making use of a perspective which encompasses such a comprehensive and
mutually change-inducing informational content, that we are in contact with a far more advanced
observational/experimental starting point. Suddenly we are dealing with information that cannot be
repeated in accord with objective reproducibility because of the presence of uniquely occurring
information.

First example of a subjectively oriented logical system
Let's take a most common example, considering an entirely conventional global weather prognosis,
as for example those that are commonly presented on various news-channels, like BBC, CNN, Fox
News, and similar television programs. Despite the fact that such forecasts are formulated based on
information received from perhaps only a few thousand or, without making a meaningful parameter
change, perhaps only a hundred thousand simultaneous, or nearly simultaneous
observations/experiments reported from around the globe – which constitute the database for the
mathematical computations of super-computers and the resulting forecasts – this relatively limited
number of observations/experiments is so complex that the requirement of objective-reproducibility
is naturally left behind, far behind.
Can the reader see this? Does the reader also see that the main consideration here is not objectivereproducibility, but rather the goal of obtaining a reasonably accurate idea on the probable course of
weather over the next, let us say, 12 hours. In other words, the focus is on the overall purpose of the
logical system the meteorologists are working with. Thus, it is clear that arriving at a forecast for
the weather is not a question of objective-reproducibility, but rather a question of working with
something demonstrably practical – meaning something that, at the very least, functions
satisfactorily and is of practical use to someone or some end.
In the case of a global weather forecast, this would mean the entire world community. Here then, we
have an example of the most important (critical) characteristic of subjectively oriented logical
systems, namely, that it is the general characteristic (the purpose or goal of the system’s
construction) which is vital, meaning that the extent of said goal’s theoretical and practical
usefulness is the most important determinant of a given logical system. In this thought experiment,
we are also dealing with a type of observation/experiment that is not objectively-reproducible
because should this hypothetical “observation/experiment” – made up of a hundred thousand
contributing sub-observations/sub-experiment – be repeated by “other personnel with equally
qualified competence and equipment, and so on,” it is more than likely that dramatically new values
will be assigned the many parameters making up the observation/experiment globally. In this way,
every weather prognosis becomes characterized by the expression “a uniquely occurring event,”
which has its character formed only once because the next time observations/experiments are
processed a new unique character will be formed, and so on – in this way, we are confronted with a
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direct contrast, or contradiction, to objective-reproducibility.

Second example of a subjectively oriented logical system
Let's enter the exclusive setting of an acclaimed five-star restaurant with a small fortune in hand and
the praiseworthy intent of observing the workings of a subjectively oriented logical system, whose
overall purpose is to present gastronomic experiences of such fantastic quality that ordinary people,
including this author, dream of booking weeks in advance to pay its equally fantastic prices.
Important contributors to the success of this five-star restaurant’s overall system are the choice and
range of dishes, the method and quality of their preparation, the efficiency and style of service, the
ambiance of the dining room, and so forth.
Each of these contributors can be seen as a smaller, more specialized, system of logic, formed and
directed by the fundamental precepts and purpose of the overall system. In turn, these contributing,
sub-systems are comprised of still smaller systems of logic, which are also formed and directed in
accordance with the overall system’s fundamental precepts. For example, the ambiance of the
dining room will likely include music – a system of presenting this music, which may take the form
of a piano and string quartet, or a progressive jazz ensemble, recorded classical selections,
international standard favourites, or any one of a countless number of musical forms, or
combination of presentation and forms, which must be decided, organized, and implemented.
The subjective (non-reproducible) character of the overall system is revealed in those details
contributing to the goal of the system that are, to one degree or another, dependent on human
spontaneity and style and the myriad of unknown factors and unexpected circumstances that affect
them – such contributing details as the different ways the mâitre d' will come to greet various
diners, the smile and finesse of a waiter serving the main course, the subtle difference in the
presentation and taste of two “identical” entrées emanating from a gourmet kitchen where the chef
is as likely to produce exact replicas, as a child is of catching identical snowflakes from the sky.
And while our five-star restaurant strives every evening to present each and every customer with the
best dining experience possible – this best is never quite the same from one evening to the next, nor
from one customer to the next.
Every diner, no matter how intimidated or conventional, contributes a difference to the evening.
Windows bring in different light, different people, different laughter, different sorrow. A bartender
has a good day at the races and the drinks flow a little more freely. The first violinist has just
restrung his fiddle and its pitch is not so consistent – an unhappy coincidence for some diners but a
wonderful metaphor for all these “little” details that, all told, guarantee every dining experience to
be unique within the parameters of a system consistently meeting the incredibly high standards of a
five star restaurant.
As the reader can appreciate, we have just described a glorious blending of systematic events,
which lend themselves to the dry terminology of academia, and a contrasting myriad of
unpredictable, unique events that are far more effectively described poetically. Both have their
place and “charm” in the context of that system. The reader should also appreciate that our current
world economy is a logical system made up of parts that are both extremely complex and, to a large
degree, psychologically directed. Keeping this in mind, the reader is asked to imagine doubling, and
then redoubling, the number of influencing and change-inducing details within a system of logic,
similar to that of the five-star restaurant we have just discussed. Presto! In just this sudden way, you
may well have created a system of logic sufficiently ambiguous and complex to be in contact with
the logical blend that comprises our not so glorious world economy. In this system, we are talking
about having to take into account not thousands, or even tens of thousands, of factors that
simultaneously influence and provoke change in a system, but billions and billions of such factors.
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Third example of a subjectively oriented logical system
Here we observe the human body in all its complexity; chemical processes, emotions, thoughts,
social surroundings, and so on. This thought experiment deals with a situation very like our “global
weather prognosis” and “five-star restaurant experience.” Naturally, we could choose to limit our
observation/experiment to studying only but a few, perhaps no more than ten, simultaneous changeinducing, system affecting factors. This would put us in the same ballpark as clinical research
studies where, time and again, modern academic medicine carries out and presents the results of its
studies within the framework of 2nd generation of empiricism. Very interesting, and not seldom,
extraordinarily useful results can be achieved within the parameters of such research studies. But do
they fully take into account the enormous complexity of this entity in its entirety, so called holism?
Do they even take into account a thousandth of a thousandth of the entire entity’s enormous
complexity? The answer is that these research studies are relatively very limited as compared, for
example, to the comprehensive field of observation/experiment we have chosen, which
simultaneously takes into account all factors relevant to the human body, such as: its ongoing
chemical processes, the impact of its social surroundings, likewise the impact of its genetic coding,
and so on. Hence, we have a significantly more advanced situation, characterized by holism, and
thereby, our logical system goes far beyond objectivity’s parameters and into the realm of
subjectively oriented systems of logic. If we turn our attention to logical systems found in such
areas as, for example, alternative and complementary medicine, we frequently encounter this type
of very advanced logical system. In the eyes of today’s academic medicine, these advanced logical
systems are seen as “foreign” if not “totally alien,” which is not especially surprising since the
fundamental levels of these advanced logical systems are logically constituted in a way that is
entirely different from that of the fundamental levels of logical systems familiar to academic
medicine.
If you as a medical researcher in that situation do not take into account the nature of the logical
constitution (logical system alpha under study) of the particular area of alternative and
complementary medicine under observation/experiment, you will end up in the situation of misuse
of scientific authority in the name of science within the 2nd generation of empiricism demonstrated
earlier in this text. An abuse, that in the worst case, as demonstrated earlier in the text regarding
historical hindsight, can lead to serious delays in key social development.

Approaching holistically formulated logical systems
Having come this far, the reader is well acquainted with the assertion that there is a significant
difference between studies that take into account perhaps four, or dozens, or perhaps even hundreds
of factors that are simultaneously change-inducing, and studies that may take into account far over a
hundred times a hundred billion of such factors. The reader is likewise aware that in order avoid
becoming logically lost and stranded when undertaking the latter mentioned studies, it is the logical
constitution, logical consistency, and overall characteristic of the respective logical systems under
study that are to be held as paramount to a given system’s logical validity. Moreover, when
approaching holistically formulated logical systems, it is necessary to be extremely careful and
make an in-depth investigation of the holistic system’s fundamental cellar level before attempting
any other procedure regarding the system. All this is necessary in order to obtain clear and accurate
knowledge/truth as to the exact constitutionally formulated directives that regulate the actual holism
– and simultaneously – formulate the purpose (the overall characteristic) of the actual holistic
logical system itself.
If we increase the total simultaneous system-affecting factors in a medical study of the human body
to a very large number, which not only takes into account what happens on the middle cosmic level
of a given social setting (what type of food we eat, the quality of water we drink, air we breathe, the
people we befriend, etc.) but also takes into account the macro and micro cosmos, and even the
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milli-micro cosmos of quantum-physics, as well as the macro-macro cosmos of astrophysics, in that
what we can call The All Totality (Non Plus Ultra) is simply energy interacting with itself, we then
come into contact with what alternative and complementary medical systems at their deepest
general facet are about (see the logical system Non Plus Ultra at the end of this text).
Complementary alternative medicine is so extraordinarily advanced logically speaking that it
appears no less so even to a highly competent logician – yes, even to a logician working within
those areas of logic embraced by the 3rd generation of empiricism – just beginning to study
complementary alternative medicine in depth.
With this in mind, the reader should clearly understand that we are now talking about a truly
advanced type of logical system. Our bodies, in all their details, are not the same from one moment
to the next, which is why objective-reproducibility in the context of such comprehensive logical
systems becomes relegated, as it did in our “global weather prognosis” thought-experiment, to a
concept without relevance or meaning. In its place, we find that it is the concept of a fundamental
logical cellar level with its constitutional components of regulating axioms, undefined terms and
definitions, in combination with the overall, or general, characteristic and consistency analysis of a
given logical system under study that has become relevant and meaningful to identify, and hence,
the concept we must begin to set our focus on. We also find that the new scientific model, the 4th
generation of empiricism, with specific regard to just such details, is significantly more advanced
than the time-honoured, strictly objective-reproducibility focused scientific model of the 2nd
generation of empiricism.
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Chapter 10
A significantly expanded scientific model
The 4th generation of empiricism
Twelve fundamental axioms combined with the Gödel-strengthening of the LBGmethod constitute the logical fundament of the 4th generation of empiricism
From the 2nd generation of empiricism we have four fundamental axioms, these being: Axiom i)
the progressive “truth” axiom, Axiom ii) the honour code axiom, Axiom iii) the humility axiom and
Axiom iv) the hors concours axiom. From the 3rd generation of empiricism we have an additional
four fundamental axioms: Axiom v) The LBG-method’s 1st fundamental axiom: Its principle of
complementarities, Axiom vi) The LBG-method's 2nd fundamental axiom: Its macro-/middle-/and
micro-cosmos principle, Axiom vii) The LBG-method’s 3rd fundamental axiom: The principle of
immediate usability and Axiom viii) The LBG-method’s 4th fundamental axiom: The principle of
perfect and imperfect 1-to-1 correspondence. From the 3rd generation of empiricism we also have
the Gödel-strengthening of the LBG-method. We then add the 9th fundamental axiom of the 4th
generation of empiricism.

Axiom ix) As Information (strings of text) can have any conceivable content, the 4th generation of
empiricism has capacity to evaluate a mass of information which can be separated into three
different types of logical systems:
1) Objectively-reproducible focused logical systems (information that be repeated in accordance
with objective reproducibility).
2) Subjectively-oriented logical systems (information that cannot be repeated in accordance with
objective reproducibility because of the presence of uniquely occurring information, e.g. worldwide meteorological forecasts of the weather at given moments and/or holistic situations of the
human body defined by integrated medicine and many more examples).
3) A mixture of both objectively-reproducible focused and subjectively-oriented logical systems.

Commentary on fundamental axiom ix)
Content is the same as an assertion or description of something (information) – and inasmuch as
fantasy is not bounded by directives explaining how strings of text (information) may be
formulated, the most tenuous of assertions can be formulated (the most unsubstantiated information
can be logically presented). In other words, it is perfectly in order to formulate even what appears to
be the most improbable or nonsense-dominated assertion (the most unexpected, and to all
appearances, most invalid or nonsense-characterized assertion). Gödel’s two theorems of
incompleteness within modern advanced logic are an explosively powerful tool – sufficient to
produce this type of – to all common-sense appearances – invalidity or nonsense-characterized
assertion in the hearts and minds of many, and moreover, a type of assertion that is commonly
understood and referred to as a Gödel-event, as analysed previously.
The common denominator for what are referred to as the axioms, undefined terms and definitions in
the foundation of a given logical system, whatever that system might be, are strings of text that, in
turn, are the bearers of content. This means that the fundamental building-blocks of a logical
system can have whatever content you please! - even Gödel-events (anomalies = paradoxes =
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seemingly logical contradictions). Thus, it follows that uniquely occurring situations are actually
only a variant under the comprehensive theme or umbrella of “information,” since Gödel-events can
be described with the help of axioms, undefined terms and definitions – and, in turn, combinations
of these foundation components can then become logically derived theorems.
This perception of logical construction constitutes the principle that validates so-called subjectivelyoriented logical systems being brought into daylight – and importantly, into use. Subjectivelyoriented systems of logic will also come to be introduced by expanding the scope of LBG-logic
applications. Such an expansion could be bought about, for example, by the recognition of a
generalization applicable to the content level in proposed or asserted as valid (it can be further
categorized as varied, or even arbitrary, if you like) systems of logic – a generalization that says it is
possible to formulate strings of informational text that make the assertion of being unique
occurrences. Hence, such a generalization would, in turn, make it possible to formulate axioms,
undefined terms and definitions that describe said uniquely occurring events.
Read the following most carefully: such subjectively oriented system logic axioms, undefined terms
and definitions are already formulated in the so-called high culture esoteric knowledge/4th
generation-truth. It consists of a substance that, in the content contained in the axioms, undefined
terms and definitions, is extraordinarily advanced as it is often goes completely outside the box of
conventional thinking that is habitual in our modern science and society. I speak, therefore, of any
advanced concepts now. Examples of such high culture esoteric knowledge/truth in terms of the
more modern variants (more or less adapted to modern time cultures) are the Masonic secret
teaching doctrine, Martinus Cosmology, Theosophy, Anthroposophy, Hylozoics, Vywamus
(advanced esoteric psychology), Right Use of Will books, A Course in Miracles etc. Especially
Martinus Cosmology proves to be linguistically, scientifically and conceptually well adapted to
modern times and the level of development of modern higher mathematics/advanced constitutional
logic/3rd generation of empiricism within our present science.
As a constitutional logician I have found traces of such extraordinarily advanced axioms, undefined
terms and definitions in religious books related to: Hinduism (Vedic books, Law codes, Big epic,
Purana), Buddhism (Tripitaka, Dhammapada), Confucianism (Confucian writings), Taoism
(Chuang-tse, Tao te Ching), Shinto (Kojiki, Nihongi, Engishiki), Jainism (oral tradition), Sikhism
(Granth, oral tradition), Pars-Semitism (Avesta), Judaism (the Hebrew Bible equivalent, including
the 39 Old Testament books with Jewish writings ( Abraham's teachings)), Christianity (the Bible
(the 39 Old Testament books of the Jewish scriptures) plus 27 more books with Christian writings
(the New Testament), and to these some people add the Apocrypha), Islam (the Koran, the Hadith)
and so on.
Sir Isaac Newton spent most of his research career secretly studying different variations on the
theme of esotericism in earlier times (see above list). Newton searched for the foundations of
subjective oriented logical systems in the context of an extremely advancewd 4th generation of
empiricism at a time when science had a tough job adapting to the relatively primitive, developing
2nd generation of empiricism. Since Newton had no access to, notably, Martinus Cosmology, which
is extremely well suited to today's modern higher mathematics, he failed to reach his goal, but he
was well on his way already back around the end of the 1600s and early 1700s. This shows how far
ahead of his time Newton was.
Now, and this is important, these logical building-blocks (axioms, undefined terms and definitions
of high culture esoteric knowledge/truth) can then be combined to create logically derived theorems
and to the eventual construction of a valid system of logic – a subjectively-oriented logical system.
All this is made possible by quite simply replacing the wording “always necessarily objectivelyreproducible” with “not necessarily always objectively-reproducible”: One solitary word which is
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inserted in science’s 1687 axiom of objectivity of the 2nd generation of empiricism. As you see I am
simply following the basic principle of applying an ordinary 1-to-1 correspondence.
We then add the 10th fundamental axiom of the 4th generation of empiricism.

Axiom x) Dealing with (at least) objectively reproducible information is dealing with logical
systems that act as logical complementarities in relationship to each other. Which is to say, they act
in a setting characterized by order = logic = according to a plan.

Commentary on fundamental axiom x)
Since at least 1687 science has chosen to proceed from the fundamental assumption that all is the
result of chance and circumstance. For at least the last 400 years, the scientific process has notably
demonstrated a general explanation or conclusion, which says that scientific observation/experiment
has revealed order = logic = according to a plan whenever a scientific observation/scientific
experiment has been made. This indicates that the more deeply an observation/experiment has been
focused, the more often a logical system has been revealed. The presence of a logical system means
there must, of course, also exist a cohesive collection of rules and regulations (axioms, undefined
terms, definitions and logically derived theorems) that regulate the information being observed.
Such regulations have been categorized as natural laws in scientific documentation (scientific
knowledge/truth) inasmuch as they regulate the objectively reproducible information in question.
Important synonyms to the word natural law are: an axiom or undefined term or definition,
fundamental “truth”, foundation, or starting point (applicable to formal logic, leaving no doubt
as to its logical meaning and import) = fundamental principle (religious or scientific usage) =
assumption or a given (often used in mathematical demonstrations and axioms, economics, and
everyday conversation) = postulate or self-evident (often used in mathematics and geometry, as
well as high-brow intellectual presentations and logically oriented philosophic discussion) =
principle or basic principle (Applied within physics, business and everyday conversation, and
often in connection with philosophic or religious discussion) = law (as when referring to anything
self-evident that can be seen as part of an overall system of logic, regardless of its connection. In
science: a law of nature, as in “only the strong survive”; in physics: Newton´s Laws of Motions;
judicial: the law of the land, as in “possession is nine tenths of the law”; religious: the Law of
Moses, as in “there is only one God”, and so on) = initial cornerstone information (in a sensitive
political context where the aim is to hide vital information from citizens of society. Vital
information that the society rests upon = given conditions or stipulations (again applicable to
judicial, scientific, business and everyday usage) = rule (school lessons in mathematics, as in rules
of arithmetic, as well as spelling) = agreement (applicable to dealings between people, in business
and also when terms of scientific theory, philosophic logic, economics, and so on) = convention
(applicable to any grouping of people where there exist “unwritten rules” that define what is, and
what is not, acceptable thinking or procedure) = thesis (published assertions usually of a
philosophic or religious nature) = norm or social rule (that which generally applies, as in a family,
an organization, rules in the workplace, the classroom, in society, logic, philosophy, and so on) =
statement or testimony (applicable to academic logic, in formal legal proceedings, and so on) =
mechanism (applicable to psychology, medicine, economics, and so on) = dogma or self-evident
pronouncement (often used in a religious context, where dogma can also be seen as an undefined
term or definition) = patently obvious (in everyday usage, common sense information that need not
be questioned) = rules of conduct (applicable within a family, an organization, or a legal
proceeding in a court of law, etc.) = ideal (a belief that something is the best and a desire to attain or
uphold this “something” by those who are inspired by it, for example, what a family, school,
business or an entire society should be) = “sacred cow” (that which applies, as in a family, an
organization, an establishment, in society, in a religious context as well as in science.
When an item of information or a concept is accorded overwhelming credibility, without ever
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having been closely scrutinized, the information or concept tends to become accepted as a truth
requiring no substantiation. Such a truth can, when championed by widely respected, authoritative
voices in e.g. the scientific community, be further elevated to the status of a “sacred cow.” ) = code
or established custom (formally stated directives that must be followed within the parameters of a
field of knowledge/truth or endeavor, as in academic medicine/integrated medicine/complementary
and alternative medicine, or the military. Established custom is similar, but the directives stem from
tradition and self-evident conventions; can sometimes = “unknown something” or “unorthodox”
assertions or “unconventional” information (logic, science, philosophy) = anomaly or deviation
sometimes (in science and everyday usage; meaning an exception to the rule or to the expected, and
as such – in logic; see author’s note below) can sometimes = paradox or seeming contradiction or
illusion in terms of the complementarity of the LBG-logical tool (words/concepts that come into
use in virtually every walk of life, generally in reference to a contradictory real-life denouement that
seemingly defies logical explanation – a sort of actual, or real-life, riddle – see author’s note). can
sometimes = Gödel-event (see previously performed analysis).
As an investigator of a social context/scientific context, it is important to have as many synonyms
for the terms “axiom”, “undefined term” and “definition” as possible. For it is by hiding important
information in the context of e.g. fraud situations, often by using synonyms, that fraudsters attempt
to trick people in that particular context. In a scientific context, the above synonyms are a useful
search tool when seeking the essence of different disciplines. That is: how different disciplines are
defined at the deepest roots of its constitution or logical cellar floor = Life Substance (in Swedish:
Livssubstans, the Modern higher esoterics name of the concept axiom used in the interpretation
that Martinus Cosmology makes of the concept, in terms of constitutional logic and "The All"
overwhelm the logic system, which the author has chosen to give the working title Non Plus Ultra.
Non Plus Ultra is an extremely advanced and huge subjective oriented logical system.
In all then, there are a great many logical systems science has handled in this way, within the
parameters of objective reproducibility, over the last 400 years. When modern advanced logic is
applied to the concept of “logical systems” these entities are revealed as being logically arranged as
complementarities to each other. For example, relativity theories, quantum and astrophysics are
logical complementarities to the classical logical systems of Newtonian physics. I point to a
number of logical complementarities in this thesis. Given that nature has thus far so answered
(revealed a logical system) scientific practitioners, at least when the question posed to it has
concerned objectively reproducible information, it appears that the fundamental assumption that all
is chance and circumstance is in need of revision, since said fundamental assumption has never
been confirmed. Therefore, is recommended that this fundamental assumption be changed to: The
scientific process, at least with respect to objectively reproducible information, deals with logical
systems that act as logical complementarities in relationship to each other. Which is to say, they act
in a setting characterized by order = logic = according to a plan. This is a very important step for
science to take now.
Then adding the 11th fundamental axiom of the 4th generation of empiricism.

Axiom xi) The former static (unchangeable) concepts: 1) Scientific observation/experiment, 2)
Scientific method and 3) Scientific knowledge/truth, become in the scientific model of the 4th
generation of empiricism dynamic (changeable) concepts that shift from one LBG-logical
complementarity to another, independent of whether the information in question is objectively
reproducible or uniquely occurring. What decides the dynamic (changeability) is the content
contained in the axioms, undefined terms and definitions that make up the relevant LBG-logical
complementarity.
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Commentary remark number 1 on fundamental axiom xi)
In the 4th generation of empiricism the three concepts: 1) Scientific observation/experiment, 2)
Scientific method and 3) Scientific knowledge/truth are defined as being dynamic (changeable)
concepts within all scientific branches, adopted simultaneously, as a significant expansion of the
scientific model takes place within all scientific branches in such way that both objectively
reproducible and uniquely occurring information become universally accessible, as of now, within
all branches of science, according to the 9th fundamental axiom of the 4th generation of
empiricism. Practical and theoretical benefit/usefulness steps to the front as the new superior or
prioritized concept within the scientific model of the 4th generation of empiricism, as said concept
is placed centre stage and replaces the old prioritized concept of scientific knowledge/truth.
One of the consequences of the scientific model of the 4th generation of empiricism is that
databases filled with LBG-logically contradictory but complementary scientific knowledge/truth
will begin to be built.
The quantum physicist Nils Bohr’s “hobby” of seeking LBG-logical complementarities, as
mentioned earlier, will come to be a widespread scientific activity in the shape of creating catalogs
of LBG-logical complementarities – catalogs that list and provide information about such
complementarities, which today can in principle be completed with ease by a trained LBG-logician.
Presented in the following are some examples, within various scientific/societal contexts, of the
principle of so-called mutually incompatible and complementary logical systems
(complementarities), or of the principle of logical systems Alpha and Beta according to the 3rd
generation of empiricism. The examples are given no further explanation as this is beyond the scope
of this guidance-only chapter:
Table 1.
Logical system

Complimentarities

Socioeconomic system

Capitalism/Central Bank Economy
(for example economies in today's
democratic countries, economies in
communist countries, economies in religious
fundamentalist countries

Money funded economy (for example, King
Henry I's tally system the 1100s, Benjamin
Franklin's economic system in the American
colonies during the good years ca 1723 1751, King Gustav III's financial system in
Sweden ca 1790, municipal politicians'
economic system on the island of Guernsey at
periods from 1816 – to at least 1958,
President Abraham Lincoln's economic
system in the US during the civil war ca 1862
- 1865, the German economy 1934 - 1936
(the so-called "German economic miracle")

Monte Carlo economy
variants within the global
shadow banking system

Any known securities arrangements sold by
an investment bank, with its particular set of
logical rules

Any other known, (non-same), securities
arrangements sold by an investment bank,
with its particular set of logical rules

Science
models/Philosophy of
science

1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th generations of
empiricism science models

The medieval and the High Middle Ages
Roman Catholic Church and science model

Linguistics

Any known language with its particular
grammar

Any other known language (non-same), with
its particular grammar

Religion

Any known religion/religious system with its
particular set of religious precepts/rules of
conduct (such as Christianity, Judaism,
Islam)

Any known different, non-same religion with
its particular set of religious precepts/rules of
conduct (such as Buddhism, Hinduism,
Taoism)
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Medicine

Mathematics

Immunology

Homeopathy

Complementary and alternative medicine
(CAM)

Alopathic (Academic) medicine

Euclidean geometry
(0 curvature)

Hyperbolic nonElliptical non- Riemannian nonEuclidean geometry (- Euklidisk geometry (+1 Euclidean geometry
1-curvature)
curvature)
(variable curvature)

Galois algebra (group theory)
Differential and Integral
Calculus (I. Newton and G.
Leibniz)

Physics

Ordinary school algebra
Non-ordinary Analysis (A.
Robinson)

Zero Space Geometry (P.
Lundgren)

The concept of complementary and
alternative Mathematics

Common or ordinary (common sense
oriented) mathematics

Quantum physics 'wave aspec't

Quantum physics 'particle aspect'

Quantum physics

Classical Newtonian physics

Astrophysics

Classical Newtonian physics

... and many more examples exist.
LBG-logical complementarities can have many faces and reflect the principle of LBG-logical
contradiction yet simultaneous complementarity. Scientific knowledge/truth of this LBG-logical
principle of simultaneous contradiction and complementarity will become so common and trivial –
thanks to its widespread and frequent application – that people will come to smile at the fact that the
vanguard of LBG-logical research into complementarities was at one time considered an advanced
area, pursued by geniuses straining to significantly raise their access and understanding of
information. It is not at all unlikely that people will come to read that in bygone times – way back in
the 20th century – the Nobel Prize was awarded for the discovery of something as trivial and
apparent as LBG-logical complementarities. Elementary school children, seven years old or perhaps
younger, will be trained in LBG-logic via play and advanced pedagogic practices – and in this way,
they will learn early-on how to see through illusions, solve paradoxes and dissolve catch-22s in
society.

Commentary remark number 2 on fundamental axiom xi)
This is a very important comment. The carrying out of practical/theoretical scientific
methods/experiments within the 4th generation of empiricism scientific model parameters is to be
conducted in accord with LBG-logic with focus centered on what the content contained in the
logical cellar, along with its theorem levels, of a given logical system under study clearly indicates
(says) are the directive preconditions that must be followed when the relevant (practical/theoretical)
experiment is being carried out. This means that a given logical system about to be observed (for
example, a branch of the alternative and complementary medical arts) can contain a subjectively
oriented content which says that only certain people are sufficiently developed (see the logical
system Non Plus Ultra) to be able to carry out the practical scientific experiment.
Furthermore, very specific and/or very peculiar ambient influencing/environmental/energetic
factors must be carefully, most carefully, adapted to the individuality/uniqueness of the situation,
and thus be taken into account. These are conditions that only very, very few people on earth today
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have the competence to point out (see analysis of modern higher esotericism, e.g Martinus
Cosmology). The number of people having this extraordinary competence is growing. In this
regard, there is a distinctly unusual procedural situation, and I underline the importance of this, that
may arise in working with so-called subjectively-oriented systems as compared with traditional
scientific work solely focused on objectively reproducible information within the 2nd (most of
science today) and 3rd generations of empiricism (modern higher mathematics and physics at the
least) models. You need to study the logical system Non Plus Ultra (analyzed in a modern scientific
way, at least with regard to Martinus Cosmology) in depth – in combination with how the new
scientific model of the 4th generation of empiricism is logically constituted in order to understand
this critically deciding detail.
In other words, it is when account is taken of the regulations (axioms, definitions, undefined terms
and logically derived theorems) that apply to a given logical system alpha, without allowing them
to be blended with the regulations pertaining to an entirely different logical system, beta, that it
becomes possible to point out and/or focus on the distinct differences in what makes something
either work or not work. And at the same time, carefully consider the 63 basic axioms constituting
Non Plus Ultra (see Martinus Cosmology). 63 basic axioms forming strings of text, having very
varied content, and more or less “strange” content, even contradictions to common sense and
content associated with uniquely occurring information. Some of these 63 axioms complemented by
the many undefined terms and at least hundreds of definitions can be seen as instructions how to
perform competent fourth generation of empiricism scientific observations/experiments. This is
extremely advanced but entirely possible to grasp if the science practitioner is well prepared and
trained in both the third to fourth generations of empiricism. This will certainly be a challenge for
many , which is why it is important you cooperate with the geniuses of modern higher mathematics
in this endeavour.
Today, the regulations of alpha and beta logical systems are blended together thus forming mixed
logical systems where alpha logical systems apparently fail to function as posed because
contributions to this logical mix emanating out of beta work to direct alpha in a manipulative way,
as mentioned earlier in the text. Adoption of this invalid method appears to be at the very root
(again we face the sensitive problem within, at least, academic medicine of today, and since ca
1830) of CAM-research within medicine, (CAM = complementary and alternative medicine),
where modern academic medicine attempts to make its judgement clear with respect to
complementary and alternative medicine but in actual practice only applies the situation of misuse
of scientific authority in the name of science by help of proven scientific methods within the 2nd
generation of empiricism, when what the research evaluations carried out all to frequently call for is
the help provided by taking logical constitutionalism into account within the parameters of the 4th
generation of empiricism's advanced modern theory of science.
Thus people who are not knowledgeable about modern advanced information processing (not
trained in how to accurately distinguish between the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th generations of empiricism)
are easily fooled with the help of illusions formulated in the seemingly powerful words of, and that
this is repeated because of its importance, in the name of science and proven scientific method
referring to only the 2nd generation of empiricism, which at core do not take into account the rules
and regulations that must be adhered to according to the advanced 3rd generation of empiricism,
and today further developed according to a very advanced 4th generation of empiricism, and, in the
worst case, a manipulation predictably follows. When you master illusion theory (how to solve
paradoxes and dissolve catch-22s, dealing with the principle of incompatible and complementary
systems of logic in comparison to each other) (LBG-logic with its Gödel-strengthening) carrying
out deceptions with the help of illusions no longer is possible because the very prerequisite for
creating an illusion is eliminated. This is a very important cornerstone of the Gödel-strengthening of
the LBG-logic tool, and, here repeated, I strongly recommend that in addition to science also
modern police authorities and prosecutor authorities handling criminal investigations adapt this
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competence. It will help these authorities in a most powerful way to solve crimes involving scams
of various kinds. Manipulations (so called illusion paintings) are no longer feasible. For this
reason, the introduction to all scientific branches of taking logical constitutionalism (more
specifically: the logical constitution of a given system in question) into account is a vital step that is
now being carried out. See summary analysis in Chapter 12 with regard to a two-step study program
in dealing with objective and/or subjective anomalies.

Commentary remark number 3 on fundamental axiom xi)
An expanded scientific model will enable science to significantly widen its scope, enhancing its
capability to delve into scientific areas now relatively unknown. These areas involve subjectively
oriented logical systems, along with anomalies belonging to both subjectively and objectively
oriented logical systems. At the risk of oversimplifying, there will be some repetitions in the
following.
The 4th generation of empiricism community will come to consider two categories of information.
The first category will consist of commonsense oriented information, such as the information today
evaluated and judged by our current scientific model (mostly 2nd and to some minor extent the 3rd
generation of empiricism). The second category will be information commonly understood today as
objective and/or subjective anomalies (seemingly logical contradictions of various kinds in various
contexts). The evaluation of this information will accord with the fundamental features of advanced
information processing as described in at least 12 fundamental axioms of 4th generation of
empiricism (we must be open to the eventuality that an additional axioms are added in the future).
Future descriptions of these features will naturally come to be more finished and precise as they
continue to be further developed and advanced over time. We begin to define the concepts of
objective and/or subjective anomalies.
We then add the 12th fundamental axiom of the 4th generation of empiricism.

Axiom xii): “As above, so below”
There are indications that quantum physics' fundamental interpretation of non-linear periodicity
within mathematics’ mathematical models of quantum physics even applies to nature’s middle
cosmic level, which normally is interpreted by the classical Newtonian physics’ typical linear
mathematical models. This is identical to saying there are indications that the course of non-linear
wave motion is the relevant way to describe the phenomena of nature, both at micro-cosmic as well
as middle-cosmic levels. This, in turn, indicates nothing less than a principle that states: What
applies in a small example, applies in a larger example, as well. This is to say that the principle of
quantification also applies to, at the least, a middle-cosmic level and probably also to a macrocosmic level.
This way of reasoning fundamentally contradicts that of classical Newtonian physics, the upshot
being that a large group of natural laws will need to be fundamentally rewritten (altered at their very
fundament) so as to conform to a non-linear cyclical course of motion. As yet, this is only an
indication within the framework of a number of anomalies (Gödel-events), every one of which
exemplifies that making use of certain non-linear wave equations within quantum physics to solve
wave motion problems on a middle-cosmic level has been successful. However, this indication is
confirmed by the in-depth Martinus Cosmology analysis of Non Plus Ultra. An example of the
practical efficacy of this non-linear approach can be seen in the successful solution of the
devastating and very costly problem of so-called “giant waves” encountered at certain locations
within the shipping lanes of the big oceans during the 1990s. Another indication of the need to
apply this concept are the so-called wave-packages consisting of digital information that is
intermittently unusually dense as it races through the Internet and its optic fiber components, giving
rise to “giant waves” in the ocean of information available on the Internet. It is hardly a secret that
these “giant waves” constitute a significant problem when they crop up.
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My recommendation is that skilled mathematicians begin to look at how today’s typically linear
equations of Newtonian physics can be adapted to equations based on phenomena that take place in
accordance with a non-linear periodic course of events, and begin to apply these equations on
typical middle-cosmic periodic phenomena (wave-equations of various mathematically defined
character) where the linear equations of Newtonian physics have commonly been used as
mathematical models. In principle, the same manner applied within modern astrophysics.
In this way, an adaptation can be made to change-inducing entireties that are significantly more
complex than idealized models, which only take into account a comparably few or very few
simultaneously-affecting observed factors. It is my experience that working with subjectively
oriented systems of logic is like giving a rocket fuel boost to the researcher's work. Vital to
understand, and keep foremost in mind, is that the great changes that have occurred in science have
always begun as anomalies (notable indications of some sort of seemingly logical contradictions).
By learning to take note of indications early on (as, for example, in the two above-cited “giantwave” problems, relative to modern shipping lanes and the Internet) and skilfully work with these
indications, applying the 4th generation of empiricism methodology so that great breakthroughs can
be carried out in a short time without having to be held up or completely derailed via academic
affairs of various sorts, which was a usual or typical academic pattern in previous centuries. Again:
those of you who will come to investigate just these details need to know that the principle “As
above, so below” has been examined in a comprehensive analysis in the logical system Non Plus
Ultra which will be our winding-up focus in this text.
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Chapter 11
Objectively and subjectively oriented anomalies
An objectively oriented anomaly …
can be typified as an item of information which is objectively reproducible (belongs/arises within
an objectively oriented logical system) but, at the same time, appears to be so fundamentally at odds
with prevailing common sense that this type of information is, in essence, summarily dismissed
within the parameters of various “academic affairs” whenever it arises. Notable examples of
objectively reproducible anomalies, which despite all obstacles eventually attained the status of
scientific knowledge/truth, are Edward Jenner’s vaccine against smallpox within immunology
(1797), Ignaz Semmelweis´s and Joseph Lister´s rediscoverers of hygiene within medicine (1848- c
1880), and within the area of advanced physics, Albert Einstein’s two relativity theories (1905,
1916) and the field of quantum physics (during the 1900s and here in the 2000s.)
As a short demonstrative example, we have the following renowned strictly objective anomaly from
quantum physics. Quantum physics came into being as a result of completely new natural laws and
resulting theory. And to a certain extent, quantum physics is still bringing about new laws and
theories. Its original creation started with the unexpected appearance of a curious experiment that
was largely dismissed as a troublesome paradox, or logical beauty spot, that should never have
occurred. Specifically, this experiment called into doubt the measurement of thermal radiation in
accordance with classical physics. Most physicists looked the other way but a curious few began a
step-by-step process eventually leading to the establishment of quantum physics. It is interesting to
note that in the case of quantum physics, it was an “insider” who at last succeeded in working out
the first mathematically “unconventional” foundation to be used by the then infant branch of
science.
This “insider” was an austere gentleman of the strictly conservative school of Newtonian physics,
with neither the intention nor the desire to question any “sacred cow” (axiom) of classical
Newtonian physics. And yet, it was just this staunchly conservative professor in physics who took
it upon himself to prove, much in the spirit of Copernicus, whether or not an “unconventional” or
“forbidden” perspective could hold water. It began as a thought experiment to determine what
mathematical events occurred to produce a curve like the one suggested by the original practical
experimental anomaly. Professor Max Planck, for such was this gentleman's name, was both
surprised and dismayed when forced to accept that with the help of a brilliant LBG-method
application he had replaced the continuity axiom of Newton with a quantification axiom of his own.
And moreover, that his axiom gave rise to the curve in question. The problem (anomaly) had been
solved within the parameters of a relatively simple, albeit powerful mathematical model. The
professor actually felt apologetic about his having made this sensational, groundbreaking discovery.
Nevertheless, he saw it as his bounden duty to publish his solution, as it, despite all, pointed to a
promising corroboration.
Professor Planck had not been educated or trained to employ advanced information processing. On
the contrary, he had been educated to avoid questioning “sacred cows” and it is not difficult to
sympathize with his distress in helping to dethrone a life long idol – moreover an idol that he had
passed on to thousands of students. The professor had taken an intellectual “walk on the wild-side”
– the unknown. He may well have taken such walks before, despite his reputation for orthodoxy,
but never so far. This time the circumstances were especially ripe and, in the parlance of modern
psychology, the professor had given his inner child full rein to explore and create, to walk through
the mirror and slay the “sacred cow” with skill and derring do. What might this gifted man have
accomplished had he been educated somewhat differently?
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In summary, here repeated, it can be said that Einstein’s theories of relativity and modern quantum
physics are today, blended examples of advanced 3rd generation of empiricism applications within
the parameters of advanced information processing applicable to strictly objective systems of logic.
To some extent, quantum physics has faced situations requiring the need of a 4th generation of
empiricism as quantum physics has come so far that in certain of its experiments can be glimpsed a
beginning influence of subjectively oriented factors. With seeming suddenness, for example, it is
now recognized that with regard to carrying out certain observations/experiments, the observer
influences the result (see chapter 10, Commentary remark number 2 on fundamental axiom xi).
This would seem to contravene the concept of strictly objective duplication. From the standpoint of
advanced information processing, on the other hand, said “difference” presents no special
difficulties, as it is contained in an “unconventional” system of logic that should be taken into
account when formulating one or more natural laws that are applicable, and when considering the
very axiom/axioms and/or undefined terms and/or definitions and/or logically deduced theorems of
that particular logical system constituting the ”strange” content of some kind, e.g. clearly stating
that only certain people can perform the practical experiment in order to have the observed logical
system fulfill its purpose as designed. As it stands today, at least to the extent said “difference”
exists within the parameters of experiments in quantum physics, we witness a so-called,
subjectively oriented anomaly. In my own theoretical research of constitutional logic I have found
that modern quantum physics is important in order to formulate the 12th fundamental axiom of the
4th generation of empiricism in order to have the 4th generation of empiricism align with the
hypothesis of the logical foundation of Nature’s logical system, Non Plus Ultra (See the last chapter
of this text).
It also brings into question, one after the other, a number of existing strictly objective anomalies.
The “insider”, Nicola Tesla’s “noteworthy” experiment with strong electromagnetic fields is one
apparent example. The “outsider”, Victor Schauberger’s spiral research, which gives rise to a
method of purifying water, so-called, “living water”, and his experiment with spiral formed
ploughs, which create more fertile “living” farmlands, are further examples of anomalies generally
considered objectively reproducible in nature.
Every branch of science has its anomalies. My text is designed to encourage and inspire science in
the establishment to explore these anomalies with a new courage and an enhanced perspective,
made possible by ample competence in advanced information processing in terms of applying the
4th generation of empiricism to anomalies that are subjectively, as well as objectively oriented.

A subjectively oriented anomaly …
can be typified as an item of information which is contained, or arises, within a subjectively
oriented logical system. Not only is this type of information not objectively-reproducible –
meaning, not only is this type of information fundamentally at odds with the principle of always
meeting the criteria of objective-reproducibility – but it is at the same time, also, so fundamentally
at odds with prevailing common sense that such information is, in essence, currently summarily
dismissed within the parameters of various “academic affairs” whenever it arises. Notable examples
of subjectively oriented anomalies are complementary alternative medicine, advanced esoteric
psychology, archaic religious writings, and advanced modern esotericism defined by the advanced
logical system Non Plus Ultra. This type of very advanced and very “unorthodox” information can,
and I repeat as it is of utmost importance, nevertheless be scientifically processed in accordance
with the particular presentation of scientific methods (axioms, undefined terms, definitions, and
logically derived theorems) from which the information is derived, on condition that the particular
scientific methods referred to are first crystallized with the help of modern advanced logic in terms
of the 4th generation of empiricism. Specifically troublesome subjectively oriented paradoxes, also
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known as subjectively oriented anomalies, can be solved.

It is vital that the reader grasps that …
common sense is no longer a "sacred cow". Common sense can be defined as an understandable,
"normal" perception or reaction to something. More specifically, so-called common sense is a
perception or reaction we recognize as usual and apparent because it is usual and apparent and
therefore held to be "normal" and correct, and therefore recognizable - and so on. The word
"normal" carries the clear implication that the vast majority of people share more or less the same
perception. Thus, a common-sense view implies that all people who are "normal" can and should,
by definition, share this common-sense knowledge/truth. But why? Again, because it is just this
perception that common sense holds to be true. "Everyone knows that's true - It's common sense!" is
often the way we hear this reason explained in ordinary, day-to-day conversation. We can thus talk
of a "common-sense truth." This category of truth is so apparent that is accepted as the plain and
simple truth because it is, after all, common sense. It is a truth very often more founded on the
dizzying logics of circular reasoning, than on facts or legitimate logical demonstrations. Throughout
recorded history such "obvious" truths have been far too highly regarded within society and within
science - an undeserved degree of respect that continues to this day.
In the context of the ever-increasing amount of “unconventional” information that is considered and
applied in today’s scientific work and will become considered and applied, this limited vision and
undue reliance on common sense is out of place, and in my opinion, highly suspect. This, time after
time, insistence, ad infinitum, that information and assertions must conform in some way to today’s
common-sense perceptions has long ago worn very thin – especially, when one takes into account
the existence of validated procedures within advanced logic to assist with the evaluation of an
“unknown something”, or “unorthodox” assertions, or “unconventional” information.

The existence of an "unknown something"…
At the risk of again oversimplifying, as my material is completely new for many dealing with the
4th generation of empiricism and so called high culture knowledge of Non Plus Ultra, we have an
“unknown something” as a concept that sharply contrasts or directly opposes common sense or
conventional thinking in society. An "unknown something" can otherwise be variously described as
something that is "unclear", or more often, as "strange", unusually "noteworthy", or highly
"unconventional". Sometimes, it may even be classified as "mystical", or "other worldly", or in
some way "spiritual." Simply put, it is a "something" we cannot wholly grasp or clearly identify just
now. This has been true of all the "unknown somethings" that have arisen during the course of
mankind's development, whether they have been confronted by science or by some other
establishment in society.
An "unknown something" is identified or found by reasoning that follows a path directly contrary to
the one followed by common sense. Predictably, by reasoning along such an unfamiliar path, the
results arrived at invariably strike common-sense followers as "strange", "noteworthy", or
"unconventional". Building such “unconventional” systems of logic is not a difficult task for a
competent logician as we have seen over and over again in this text. It may seem an extraordinarily
advanced procedure to laymen, or even to scientists who lack education and training in LBGmethodology with its Gödel-strengthening, but it is nonetheless the way models are created in
modern physics and mathematics, where parallel sets of “common sense”, or a series of logical
paths, may be created and considered. Assertions and conclusions among these systems can well be
at complete odds and yet work to complement each other productively, by adding dimensions and
perspectives that, when viewed as a whole, work to complete the picture or scientific profile of the
subject being analysed or explored. In general, we can say that "something" (a book, a movie, a
painting, a concept, or a system of logic) is recognizable if it falls within the bounds of the
observer's "normal" field of reference/perception and therefore has some degree of meaning.
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Conversely, "something" that is not recognizable falls outside the observer's "normal" field of
reference/perception and is therefore almost, or even utterly, meaningless, and remains so, until
such time as said observer's field of reference/perception is somehow expanded. The use of such
concepts as objectively oriented logical systems, objectively oriented anomalies, subjectively
oriented logical systems and subjectively oriented anomalies is actually making use of, or applying,
instruments created to help us categorize, and thereby make somewhat more readily apparent, socalled “unknown somethings.” To a logician, these “unknown somethings” are often the same as
axioms and/or undefined terms and/or definitions and/or sometimes logical deduced theorems
within a given type of logical system.
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Chapter 12
A two-step study program in dealing with objective and/or subjective
anomalies
Modern advanced information processing within the 4th generation of empiricism
Before the representatives of first science, then various other parts of society such as the police,
prosecutor authorities, judiciary, some business corporations, the media, the movie making industry
etc. (I am talking about decades and centuries here), effectively address information with which
they are not familiar (objective and/or subjective anomalies), they must first undergo a two-step
study program in information processing, as determined by, and in accordance with, the principles
of modern advanced logic. These two steps, taken together, make up the core of advanced
information processing and, as such, the fundamental basis the for the system of information
processing that will be developed and implemented by the next generation’s information
community, on whose threshold of arrival we now stand.

The first step
Focuses on the logical structure of a given system of logic at an analytical level that can be
perceived as lying under, and apart from, considerations of that system’s content. Making this
distinction between the structure of a given logical system as opposed to that system’s informational
content is vitally important – because it is just this abstract separation, this detail within the Gödel
strengthening of the LBG-method oriented advanced logic, that opens the possibility of a
significantly expanded scientific model of the 4th generation of empiricism. The possibility of also
involving correct scientific evaluation of both advanced and perhaps very strange objective and
subjective anomalies. In specific terms, Step 1 capitalizes on this distinction, thereby freeing us to
build logical systems independent of any analysis of content, beyond considerations of logical
import. A scientific content analysis of qualified logical systems is accomplished wholly within the
parameters of Step 2. Consistent with the Gödel strengthening of the LBG-method, this second step
is structured around a comparative analysis between corresponding theorems and does not come
into play until the requirements of the process in Step1 have been met.
We therefore begin with Step 1:
Before us are several puzzle pieces of information. Unfortunately, the content inscribed on the face
of these puzzle pieces is so advanced that we have little, if any, grasp of their import, and
consequently, are unable to insert them into an overall “pattern” or system. Given this, these puzzle
pieces can reasonably be viewed as both improbable and irritating. But rather than direct this, least
said, troublesome information to the nearest abandoned railroad siding as uncertain, fanciful,
incomprehensible, pointless and time consuming aberrations (the option favored by generations of
scientific establishments in connection with scientific “affairs”) we can cleverly chose to approach
these puzzle pieces on the basis of logical structure rather than on the basis of content. Advanced
information processing, within the parameters of the Gödel strengthening of the LBG-method of
reasoning, is the logical tool that makes this option both clever and constructive. For example, by
employing a method that first focuses on the logical structure of scientific presentations rather than
on its informational content, we are now free to consider, so called, Troublesome Paradoxes
(objective and/or subjective anomalies), or logical beauty spots - more prosaically referred to as
logical inconsistencies or seemingly logical contradiction/contradictions, here defined as
“unconventional” information, which does not strictly conform to a normal/accepted common sense
(system of logic), Alpha, but is nonetheless incorporated in said Alpha, and thus, information
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whose status must “eventually” be resolved for the overall sake of Alpha’s logical soundness and
stability. When seeking to resolve these logical inconsistencies, we begin by experimentally (i.e.
before we are certain) assuming that the “unconventional” information, contained in the various
puzzle pieces disruptive to system Alpha, actually form axioms and/or undefined terms, and/or
definitions, and/or apparent theorems in a, yet to be revealed, Beta system of logic, incompatible
and complementary relative to Alpha. The challenge thereafter is the usual, age-old, scientific
alpha-and-omega of advanced information processing – the process of twisting and turning the one
or several of the offending puzzle pieces in such way that the sought after Beta system emerges. It
was this creative scientific process that engaged i.e. Einstein for eleven years at one stretch, before
he obtained his special theory of relativity – and thereafter, yet another stretch of eleven years,
before he obtained his general theory of relativity. It is also this process that has been in large part
responsible for the continued advance and expansion of quantum-physics and astrophysics for more
than the past hundred years.
In fact, time and again, the Gödel strengthening of the LBG-method process has been employed to
investigate scientific experiments in situations where observed findings or phenomena have so
dramatically diverged from prevailing norms that instances of troublesome paradoxes or logical
beauty spots have arisen. And likewise this method process has also been applied in situations
where theoretical assertions that counter prevailing concepts have been advanced, but nonetheless
are in accordance with, and more accurately predict, experimental findings. In this way,
unconventional information, whether abstract or observable, has given rise to a series of powerful
Beta oriented logical systems (incompatible and complementary relative to a “normal” Alpha) over
the past four hundred years. Such Beta systems are encountered within advanced mathematics in a
series of alternative and complementary algebras, arithmetics, geometries, and formulations of
calculus, and in the usage of such expressions as; the complete number system, group therapy,
rings, bodies, hyperbolic non-Euclidean geometry, Riemann non-Euclidean geometry, elliptical
non-Euclidean geometry, zero space, and so on, forming catalogs of LBG-logical
complementarities.
Within physics, Beta systems are revealed in such epoch making manifestations of the 3rd
generation of empiricism as the different variations of more modern relativity theories – relativity
theories that may work with an assumption of eleven dimensions, for example, in place of
Einstein’s “old pattern”, itself a Beta system, which assumed only four – and in the “astounding
face-lifts” that quantum physics is continually undergoing in various details – and in the fact that
today’s astrophysics differs so markedly from the astronomy of Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, Tycho
Brahe, and Newton. More recently, new areas of investigation have been opened up in such areas of
science as biology and chemistry – areas that more and more make use of new “patterns” created by
means of Beta oriented logical systems, incompatible and complementary relative to a commonly
accepted, “normal” Alpha.
Within conventional academic medicine, Beta systems are revealed in such epoch making
manifestations of the 3rd generation of empiricism as genetics, immunology and
hygiene/disinfection. Compared these with the in reality devastating theories of the unsafe or even
highly dangerous former academic medicine of Galen (129 AD – c.200 AD). In the economy of the
world (capitalism/central bank economy), Beta systems are revealed in such epoch making
manifestations of the 3rd generation of empiricism as the solution of the more than twenty two
illusions mentioned earlier that are described in the author's trilogy. The solutions were made
possible because LBG-logic was applied to capitalism/central bank's finances which then revealed a
gigantic community/global fraud.
In all the areas of science and the global economy cited above, “experimental” fundamental
assumptions have been and continue to be made, leading to the creation of Beta systems that are
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determined as valid or invalid by applying the Gödel strengthening of the LBG-method
methodology within the parameters of an evaluation focused only on the logical structure of the
systems in question, without reference to content, beyond said content’s logical import to the
system. In situations where said assumptions have not been validated (via the successful creation of
an incompatible and complementary Beta system of logic), the affected research effort remains at
this first step, still seeking a sufficiently developed Beta system. On the other hand, in situations
where a given Beta system has been validated, which is to say, has been determined as incompatible
and complementary relative to system Alpha, then the implementation of Step 2 can begin, on the
condition that carrying out this second step is feasible at the time.
The reason for stating this condition is that many Beta systems, especially in the area of advanced
theoretical mathematics, lack a practical, or so-called, real world application. For example, a Beta
system might represent an extremely unconventional system of geometry, a “pattern” so unusual
that no practical application is imaginable, much less evident. The same applies to other areas of
mathematical theory, where various Beta systems, in accordance with the Gödel strengthening of
the LBG-method methodology, have been determined as logically sound and incompatible and
complementary relative to a “normal” Alpha mathematical system, and yet, a practical application
for one or another of these Beta systems may be years, even decades, in making itself known.
Balancing the real world drawbacks of such situations is the fact that when a practical use for an
orphaned Beta system is finally found, it often turns out to be a remarkably useful system indeed. It
should also be noted that a practical application is not always overlong in making itself evident.
When Ricci and Levi-Civita's tensor analysis first appeared at the beginning of the 20th century, it
was held to be a “worthless” discovery – hopelessly abstract, unconventional, unworldly, and hence,
of no conceivable practical application in the real world. This “pattern” was lumped together with
other similar “worthless” mathematical creations as typifying the sort of playground mentality of all
too many mathematicians – happily content to create sand castles in their own little dream-worlds
with absolutely no perception or care of the adult world that indulged them. Had not the time
finally come to recognize that underwriting such carefree irresponsibility was undermining society
as a whole? In the meantime, another dreamer by the name of Einstein was plying his unworldly
trade.
He had begun laying the groundwork to his general theory of relativity and was looking for a
mathematical vehicle that could “demonstrate certain things” pertaining to his “unconventional”
equations, and his “unconventional” geometrical space, wherein time and space were
mathematically dependent upon each other – contrary to the classical perception advanced by
Newtonian physics which held them to be independent of each other. As a result of having
consulted a number of top mathematicians, Einstein became aware of Ricci and Levi-Civita's tensor
analysis. To Einstein, a perfect “puzzle piece” to his general theory of relativity had finally been
unearthed. Lacking mathematical expertise at this advanced level, Einstein set about investigating
this “pattern” with a view to obtaining a total grasp of its deepest concepts and a comprehensive
grasp of its theoretical details.
Even for a man of Einstein’s immeasurable capacity, this was not an altogether easy task.
Nevertheless, aided by his friend, Marcel Grossman, Einstein soon gained the knowledge/3rd
generation of empiricism truth he sought. As a result, the world came to witness the “fantastic”
simultaneous presentation of three very unconventional “patterns”; the non-Euclidean geometry of
Riemann, the tensor calculus of Levi-Civita, and the fundamental logical level of the general theory
of relativity – ingeniously employed to construct the spectacularly explosive general theory of
relativity.
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Step 2 …
is concerned with the carrying out a content analysis - a level so extraordinarily deep that it justifies
being referred to as the common denominator of the high culture esoteric knowledge/4th generationtruth with respect to an arbitrary logical system Alpha-Omega within the total universe or
cosmos/life and being a part of the Non Plus Ultra-logical system mentioned earlier. More
specifically, at this level we find we have even plunged below a logical system’s fundamental
axioms, undefined terms and definitions. We find we have reached a depth – a common point –
where the three types of logical constitutions (axioms, undefined terms and definitions) are joined,
namely, the primal concept of the content.
In other words, the composite of letters to words, to strings of text that express the content of
something within Alpha-Omega. Such an analysis proceeds on the basis that a Step 1 analysis, in
accord with the Gödel strengthening of the LBG-method, has already determined that the
information under study was formulated in a system of logic incompatible and complementary
relative to the existing system of logic normally associated with the subject matter. Thus classified
and validated, the information contained in an “unconventional” system of logic, Beta, cannot be
routinely evaluated and judged by the “normal” reference system of logic, Alpha. And I cannot
overstress the importance of this logical stipulation.
It is just this detail, or rather the setting aside of this detail, that has caused one branch of science
after the other to unjustly initiate various “affairs” over the several past hundred years as variations
upon the theme in the name of science and proven scientific method referring to only the 2nd
generation of empiricism: Infamous and deeply painful scientific ”affairs” like Miguel Servet
(1511-1553), founder of blood circulation’s upper loop, William Harvey, also founder of the upper
as well the lower circulation system of blood, Edward Jenner, founder of immunology, Samuel
Hahnemann, founder of homeopathy, Johan Gregor Mendel, founder of genetics, John Alexander
Reina Newlands (1837-1898), founder of the periodic system of elements within chemistry prior to
Mendelejeff and which was confirmed by Mendelejeff (1860s), Ignaz Semmelweis and Joseph
Lister, (teaching the cleaning of wounds within academic medicine (1848- c 1880, originally
formulated by Hippocrates Ca 500 BC - 400 BC).
And here repeated: All this despite the able competence and apparent good intentions of the
scientific representatives involved. From the perspective of a logician, these representatives have
erroneously employed the information and conceptual content of an existing “normal” reference
logic, system Alpha, to evaluate and judge information and concepts derived from and contained in
a wholly incompatible Beta system of logic. Predictably, such information is summarily determined
as unacceptable by the Alpha reference logic, with the result that the Beta information’s
complementary nature, and potential real-world value, are unjustly and, in the author’s view, too
often tragically ignored.
How then do we evaluate and judge the “unconventional” content in Beta? Or, more forcefully
posed, how then do we evaluate “lunatic” (seemingly very strange) speculations drawn from a Beta
system of logic that defies any and all relevance to convention and common sense? That is: how do
we deal with extremely advanced Gödel-events? The answer to both questions is that we compare,
without bias, the scientific value of the content in our distinct system of logic, Beta, with that
contained in Alpha – the common reference being reality, or what we commonly refer to as nature
or natural phenomena. In other words, a scientific determination of “truth”, with respect to Alpha
and Beta, is dependent on whichever logical system’s theories are found to best reflect reality.
Again, it is thus reality, or nature, that is the final determinator of which system’s set of
corresponding theorems, with respect to Alpha or Beta, reflects a more advanced scientific “truth”.
Significantly, it is a process that stands in perfect accordance with science’s traditional standards of
objectivity in carrying out practical scientific experiments.
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This scientific preference for the theory or concept that more accurately reflects or explains
observable phenomena holds true even if said theory or concept appears less concrete in its axioms
or other fundamental underpinnings than a, so-called, competing explanation or system. In essence,
it is thus by means of a few pen strokes (the distinction of a system’s logical structure from its
content), that a trained logician can solve up to several hundred “affairs”.
In the following section we will look into two consequences of a Step 2 content analysis.

The first consequence …
is mandated by the logical consequences of a given Beta system having been structurally validated
in Step 1, and affects the way we must therefore perceive a Beta system’s fundamental precepts,
once it has been scientifically established that said Beta system’s theorems better accord with
natural phenomena, or reality, than the corresponding theorems in Alpha – to wit, we are thereby
obligated to also acknowledge and accept that, consistent with the perspective of strict logic, the
axioms and/or undefined terms, and/or definitions that gave rise the more advanced theorems in
Beta, are likewise more advanced. In other words, despite any personal reservations owing to
unfamiliarity, distaste, or intellectual misgivings, we are, from the perspective of strict logic,
indirectly compelled to accept as scientific “truth” even the most appallingly “unconventional”
formulations (content) comprising Beta’s fundamental, cellar level, precisely because these axioms,
undefined terms, and definitions, constitute the fundamental precepts that gave rise to the
scientifically acknowledged, more advanced “truths” at Beta’s theorem level.
It was in this manner that Einstein’s fundamental assumption concerning the speed of light came to
be accepted as a natural law within physics. It all began with an anomaly revealed in an experiment
conducted by Michelson and Morley that indicated the speed of light to be constant and unvarying –
a concept that countered an existing “normal” reference logic, Alpha (the logical system of
Newtonian physics). In effect, an objective divergence had created a troublesome paradox within
the parameters of said Alpha’s system of logic. In seeking to resolve this paradox, Einstein worked
out a LBG-method oriented, Beta system of logic. In this system, a concept derived from a
divergence, or logical inconsistency in Alpha was formulated as an axiom in Einstein’s Beta – a
technique typical of LBG-method methodology. And, lo and behold, the results of Michelson &
Morley’s experiment that were so troublesome to Alpha, registered as perfectly “normal” data in
Beta. In fact, further independent experiments proved Beta’s theorem level assertions to be
significantly more accurate explanations of reality than Alpha’s, in every instance – and the rest, as
they say, is history: Einstein’s fundamental assumption (an axiom of the special theory of relativity)
that the speed of light is constant and unvarying is now common knowledge.
In the future, and in a manner very similar to the above, science will be confronted with
formulations at the fundamental level of Beta logical systems that will be extremely unconventional
in nature, when science begins to probe into the scientifically adapted high culture knowledge/4th
generation of the empiricism truth of the Non Plus Ultra logical system delineated in logical
consistency and depth within Martinus Cosmology in terms of a truly advanced subjectively
oriented system of logic. And no doubt, many academic researchers and professors will be appalled
by the 63 axioms of Non Plus Ultra. Add to this the many undefined terms, and the hundreds of
more or less advanced definitions. In some cases, the content will be so alien that, were it not for
the existence of practical scientific experiments corroborating the “truths” of various Beta theorems
as being significantly more accurate explanations of reality than those of Alpha, said appalling
fundamentals would be forthwith consigned to the nearest trash receptacle, variously classified as
self-evident nonsense, drivel, and/or lunacy. Non Plus Ultra indicates a long list of beneficial, even
highly valuable, practical social applications that can be embarked on to create excellent health and
prosperity in our communities and the world at large. Such indications are the very essence of high
culture knowledge when it is chosen to be applied to societies in a people-friendly/humanitarian
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way. For centuries the teachings of the secret Masonic doctrines have contained what I am
recounting here, but the keepers of the doctrines have chosen to veil their most profound,
sophisticated and deepest esoteric/4th generation truths and knowledge behind a
cloak of secrecy. Exceptions to the secrecy can be found in cryptic details of Gothic architecture of
the High Middle Ages - for those who have eyes to see them. The authors trilogy reveals details of
the higher and advanced mathematics that bankers made use of as they stole the shirt off the back of
communities and even entire nations. It also divulges highly sensitive and revealing factual
information that the top ranked Masons have deliberately kept suppressed since time immemorial.
Newton was about to reveal this, but the time of the unveiling...is today.
In other words, in the future, the “truths” advanced by Beta systems of logic, and the respective
axioms, undefined terms, and definitions contained in these systems, will not be dismissed by
reason of flagrant and profound opposition to common sense, but recognized for what they are –
namely, logically validated, right and proper logical constitutions (in a way of speaking, instructions
on how to deal with certain circumstances of nature and life). As such, these Beta systems cannot
simply be set aside - not without a conscious decision on the part of science to violate the laws of
logic; the very body of laws that provides the deepest fundamental basis for all of science.
Likewise, the principles of science (the laws of logic and the set of axioms, undefined terms, and
definitions chosen by science to form the fundamental basis for an ethical and effective search for
truth) would also have to be deliberately trashed. Nor could science easily overlook the welldocumented fact that information “normally” regarded (and derided) as countering common sense,
not infrequently turns out to have stronger relevance and validity to natural phenomena than
information which is “normally” regarded (and praised) as being affirmed by common sense.
To this author, it is all but totally inconceivable that such concerted wholesale destruction of
scientific principles could actually take place. Far more probable is the constructive scenario
suggested in the italicized paragraph above. Namely, that in the future, whether or not we admire or
deplore the fundamental precepts of a scientific proposal or presentation, whether or not a given
fundamental precept confirms or refutes our current understanding of reality, whether or not it
agrees or departs from our personal preference or taste, we will, more than ever, be logically
compelled through indirect reasoning to accept as “truth” what may be some of the most appalling
of “unconventional” formulations.
Again: I urge the reader to keep this logical flow in mind when we begin to “vina om öronen” (takeoff, or literally, “put the sound of wind in the ears”) as we say in Sweden, and you are put to the test
in holding on to this logically compelled acceptance when confronted by Beta systems that will
surely seem “outrageously unconventional” and “wildly fantastic” (for example the Non Plus Ultra
logical system). The reader’s immediate and perfectly “normal” temptation might well be to start
looking around for the nearest wastebasket. It is at this critical juncture, that the reader and
scientists alike are called upon to reserve a final judgment and keep the wastebaskets empty,
pending a competent scientific evaluation in accordance with modern advanced logic of 4th
generation of empiricism including the expressions of stipulations of science’s hors concours.
If we are to advance both the development of society’s ability to solve serious system-errors as well
as the development of science’s capacity to access information by utilizing a more developed
research approach already contained in advanced theoretical logic, then it is high time that the
representatives of science who lack knowledge of this approach make every effort to immediately
update their logical competence sufficient to grasp this vital information. My concern that this be
done now is quite serious. Science, as a whole, must climb above its infant level of information
processing towards what is known as advanced information processing of the 3rd and 4th generations
of empiricism.
Employing this method requires a relatively high level of logical competence, much higher than that
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demonstrated by a major majority of the scientific establishment over the past nine hundred years.
More specifically, this is an advanced method of dealing with information, grounded on a highly
developed logical tool that forces us to abdicate personal pre-convictions and a “normal” trust in
common sense when seeking to ascertain the “truth” of something. As such, it is not a method that
will be universally welcomed throughout science, especially not by those whose scientific work and
pronouncements seem wholly guided by these everyday, “normal” determinants of “truth”. In
contrast, the final evaluation and judgment of an advanced information process is keyed on the
demonstrated practical or theoretical value of a given system’s theorem level “truths”. In other
words, where certain logically arrived at theorem level assertions fulfill the aim or purpose of a
system under study – let us say for example, a socio-economic system whose purpose is to make
feasible a nation where balance, harmony, and joy of life are shared by all segments of its
population – it is the evidence of theorem level import and success upon which the evaluation of the
overall system is conditioned. In short, this is a method of research and evaluation that is vastly
different from an approach that first-off, precisely as in the early days of science, sets its focus on
analyzing, ad infinitum, the fundamental content underlying theorem level “truths” before venturing
to seriously consider the practical merit of theorem level assertions.
In summary: In the future, the evaluation of a given system’s usefulness, combined with an analysis
determining the validity and soundness of its logical structure, will come to be accepted as more
important than a complete grasp of said system’s conceptual content or evident accordance with
current common sense information and/or perceptions.
In fact, with regard to the first consequence of a Step 2 content analysis, here is further asserted the
following: In the future, a cornerstone of the method utilized by science to process information will
be based on the logically compelled deduction that common sense is not always applicable or
appropriate to each and every scientific research and evaluation project. A significant expenditure
of time will thus be spared in the scientific processing of information. Moreover, vital, epoch
making discoveries will not fall victim to common sense traps, all too often plied by those sitting
behind the long benches of academia, nor be subject to even further injustice, resulting from “the
game of science playing with affairs” as has happened in the past. Instead, these discoveries will be
considered under the direction of expert competence within the parameters of advanced logic. In
this way, a process that in that past might have encompassed decades, and even centuries, will be
completed within a time frame reckoned in just months, or even weeks.
Readers who hold positions of leadership in the giants of industry, financial conglomerates, or
multinational corporations operating in several business areas, you have much to win by starting to
attract employees with competence in advanced logic, and in this way be prepared for the changes
to come: Because, in terms of discovery alone, what we are talking about here has the potential to
bring about economic opportunities rarely dreamt of. When, for example, a “mad scientist” shows
up at your door awkwardly trying to explain a concept that you hear as babble, it might be a good
idea to have a competent logician at hand – an employee, under contract, that could be trusted to
confidentially evaluate the concept proposal both theoretically and practically. Such an employee
could restate this information in layman’s terms and, providing you have a working grasp of the
reasoning of the 4th generation of empiricism, there should be enough common ground to make
clear a rational assessment of the risks as well as what remains to be done. Such logical expertise
could prove to be worth its weight in gold.
Readers who are deeply engaged in the political decision making process on a regional, national, or
international level, where solutions to serious system-errors are a pressing everyday concern, should
also seek to add people with competence in advanced logic to personal staff and/or advisory
committees. The time is not far off where system solutions worked out by gifted researchers in the
field of system-error correction will be forthcoming. And it is, after all, your responsibility to
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recognize, implement, and promote what promises to be a range of very effective, but
unconventional proposals. Without the advantage of logical competence at hand, this responsibility
will not be sufficiently met.

The second consequence …
concerns the concept of subjectively oriented systems of logic. The area of complementary and
alternative medicine is a gigantic, subjectively oriented system of logic. Intimately connected to the
Non Plus Ultra logical system that we meet at the end of this text. Following the two-step study
program in dealing with objective and/or subjective anomalies (modern advanced information
processing) outlined above it is fully possible to evaluate these advanced logical systems, for
example, the thousands of years of Eastern Ayurvedic medicine and the powerful and very ancient
Arabic heritage in, among other fields, medicine.
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Chapter 13
System-error correcting research within the 4th generation of
empiricism
System-error correcting research …
differs from the “patchwork-quilt method” in that the latter method studies details extracted, or
largely isolated, from the whole of a system, resulting in narrowly drawn conclusions, solutions
and/or remedies, primarily, or solely, dealing with a given system at its “surface” theorem level. In
contrast, system-error correcting research studies a targeted system in its entirety with particular
attention devoted to the fundamental assumptions lying at the system’s deepest level (for example,
see the authors trilogy, which is a system-error correcting research).
In this way paradoxes, illusions and catch-22's are dealt with. The purpose of this comprehensive
research approach is to effect the identification and solution of system-errors rooted in the
fundamental makeup of a given system, and is particularly applicable to any system (educational,
legal, social, scientific, economic, and so on) persistently and seriously troubled at its theorem level.
Historically, the conceptual essence of this research method, and evidence of its extraordinary
effectiveness, date as far back as the work of Copernicus.
Its modern application takes place in accordance with the 4th generation of empiricism LBGmethod and the Gödel strengthening, and is therefore closely related modern logical theory, within
whose parameters an “isolated” fundamental element (or elements) is changed, thereby causing
significant changes throughout the entire system – in logical terms, changes sufficient to bring into
being a valid “alternate” system of logic, designed to support theorem level assertions that do not
present constant and serious problems and that better serve the original system’s purpose.
Historically, though such “system-error corrections” can be said to have been extremely hard won,
they have invariably proven to be effective and long lasting. It is my conviction that widespread
education and training in existing advanced logical theory will considerably lessen the difficulty,
and increase the incidence of, future system-error research corrections.
Precisely as with advanced information processing, the implementation of system-error correction
research hinges on assuming the existence of an “alternate” system of logic, incompatible and
complementary with respect to a seriously troubled system under study, and subsequently, in further
accord with the Gödel strengthening of the LBG-method methodology, constructing a valid,
alternative logical constitution designed to support theorem level assertions that are significantly
superior to those of said troubled system.
In short, both system-error correction research and advanced information processing are derivative
and dependent on the Gödel strengthening of the LBG-method concept and related logical
reasoning. The difference between the two lies in the nature of the problem being addressed, not in
the concept-method of solution. Thus, with regard to the implementation of either process, what is
critical to one is also critical to the other.
For example, determining the “right” definitive change to make in one or more elements of a
targeted system’s fundamental constitution is obviously critical to both the LBG-method and the
Gödel strengthening of the LBG-method. Moreover, given the significant, and in some cases,
profound changes that necessarily spread throughout every level of a system, as a logical
consequence of a definitive change made in said system’s fundamental assumptions, it is absolutely
essential that a researcher, whether seeking to rectify a seriously troubled system or seeking to
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eliminate a logical inconsistency in a system otherwise deemed satisfactory, have both, a very
competent grasp of the system in its entirety and the required competence in logic. Because
competence in both areas is absolutely essential to carry out and ensure that the changes wrought
throughout a given system are not only logically valid (step 1) but in line with the overall objective
of obtaining a better functioning theorem level (step 2) throughout the system’s entire reach. In
other words, the concept of addressing a system of logic, structurally, on a level separate and apart
from addressing its content, as discussed earlier, applies equally to system-error correction research
as to advanced information processing. And is further evidence that in a very real sense, these
presentations are two sides of the same coin. In this way you will be able to solve even extremely
advanced and troublesome paradoxes and seemingly hopelessly stalled catch-22's. It need not even
necessarily be especially difficult when you have trained up your LBG logical skills.
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Chapter 14
Non Plus Ultra
A hypothesis of the logical foundation of Nature’s logical system
The reader is forewarned
Several very strong – to say the least – and very controversial assertions are going to be made in
the following. For many people today, “strange”, even very “strange” axioms, undefined terms,
definitions and logically deduced theorems are part of the logical system Non Plus Ultra. For this
reason, I have talked about the concept of common sense, the concept of LBG-logic and the
exceedingly important two theorems of incompleteness by Gödel in terms of the Gödel
strengthening of the LBG-method, and how to competently deal with anomalies (“strange” or
extraordinary exceptional and far-out assertions) of various kinds in a logical fashion/foundation.
This is quite irrespective of whether these more or less “strange” or extremely “strange” anomalies
(assertions) are objectively reproducible or unique behavior in nature. I am fully aware that it is one
thing to make fantastic assertions, which everyone can do, but that it is quite another to demonstrate
entirely, in a fully 4th generation of empiricism-logic, competent manner, proof that these assertions
contain substance. It is precisely with the motivation and intent of bringing about a truly competent
4th generation of empiricism demonstration of something fantastic – something, providing
preliminary research indications are born out, that promises to be of extraordinary benefit to
mankind – that I have dedicated myself to writing this text.

Non Plus Ultra …
is a hypothesis of the logical foundation of Nature’s logical system, an extremely advanced,
subjectively oriented system of logic: Non Plus Ultra (Latin: unsurpassed, incomparable, without
equal). This foundation deals with the essence of life and energy and the meaning of life at a given
logical constitution’s fundamental level: How life is organized in the universe – assertions, each and
every one of which can be addressed with an exact mathematic logical analysis. The logical
foundation presents the principles for how evolution is organized or constituted in the universe ;
what it is that separates one species from another; why it is that different plants have their many
species, that different animals have their many species, and humanity its different races and so on.
Why people have different behavior patterns. Why phenomena exist such as corruption, criminal
manipulation, war and conflict, and for that matter, terrorism and todays harmful or very harmful,
almost global socio-economic system.
Non Plus Ultra clearly accounts for the means to find effective solutions to corruption, criminal
manipulation, war, terrorism, very serious imbalances in the world economy etc. How mankind, to a
very great extent, can eliminate such phenomena from society. How harmony, happiness, health,
well-being and a positive approach to living are created where discord, gloom, sickness, destitution,
and suffering had earlier been the norm for many billions. In short, a series of substantial, even
critically important, issues and questions are presented and their solutions indicated. Eliminating the
above examples of dangers to society thus requires a deep knowledge of what life, human nature,
and nature’s own gigantic logical system are about. This is knowledge that is gained in a way that
the modern literature of today’s universities does not cover to an acceptable degree.
Non Plus Ultra has the formidable property of binding together all existing branches of science into
one and the same logical, fundamental cellar level. For those who have eyes to see, this, in itself, is
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an exceptional occurrence. Specifically, this means that all existing scientific branches are, in
essence, suddenly perceived as being regulated by the same fundamental axioms, undefined terms
and definitions, which are embedded and take root at the very deepest constitutional level of Non
Plus Ultra. The incredible depth of Non Plus Ultra’s cellar level, combined with its ability to bind
all branches of science to one another, is something truly fantastic, especially as it applies to
science.
Currently, science has already advanced far enough to allow the different branches of scientific to
cautiously approach each other, as can be seen in the increasing number of more or less overlapping
principles across various disciplines. In addition, more and more mention is made of scientific
multi-disciplinary, interdisciplinary or cross-disciplinary approaches, namely: How knowledge
contained in scientific branch A can be of useful benefit to scientific branch B, without the necessity
of B having to undertake its own research to arrive at the insight previously revealed by branch A. It
is also worth noting that over the approximately last 100 years, considerable effort has been
expended within physics in diverse attempts to create an integrated mathematical theory, which
would at least unify the typical energies now recognized by science as existing in the micro-,
intermediate-, and macro-cosmoses.
Einstein devoted a large portion of his life to research aimed at discovering just such a unifying
theory. He did not succeed. Today, in and around the year 2015, science has advanced to the point
where, at the very least, there is a distant glimmering of the possibly of an acceptably-functioning
logical hypothesis – String theory. However, this possibility works out, String theory is an
admirable presentation, and importantly, a beginning.
Picture then, expanding a similar mathematical logical hypothesis to include, not only the typical
energies just cited, but also, here repeated, the concept “life” and life’s existential and psychological
aspects, all in a single, all-inclusive swoop: a swoop that encompasses all aspects of the world and
life – that encompasses all conceivable levels of size and energy exchange in the universe – that
encompasses all dimensions and planets, all concepts of human behavior, animal behavior, plant
and mineral behavior, the fundamental principle of evolution and so on.
Picture incorporating the concept “unique” – all that we call individual – which is to say, isolated
events and/or behavior, categorized and too often dismissed by science as non-reproducible
anomalies (subjectively oriented anomalies). Picture incorporating all of biology, genetics, all of
academic school medicine, all of complementary and alternative medicine, oceanography, scientific
literature, all existing scientific digital data bases of huge masses of information, religious literature/
learning, language learning, social anthropology, history, global economy, all the variants of
complementary alternative economies, quantum-physics, astrophysics, classical Newtonian physics,
the theories of relativity, the various theories of complementary and alternative physics as Tesla
physics, the entire spectrum of mathematics, nuclear chemistry, polymer chemistry, psychology,
government science, political science, architecture etc., etc., etc. Now, we are talking about
something more advanced than the relatively limited mathematical logical hypothesis within
modern advanced physics that has been mentioned here. This, surely, is understood by one and all.

Why is the advanced subjectively oriented system of logic of Non Plus Ultra so
important?
One way to answer this is: Today, politicians throughout the world and a host of representatives
from science – not to mention a whole cadre of more or less high-profile intellectuals in various
fields of impact, such as: authors, directors, editorial journalists and commentators, and an
assortment of other opinion makers – are coming with suggestions or, in some cases, offering
definitive solutions as to how the widening imbalances in nature and world society, world economy
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can be reversed. Whether offered as suggestions or solutions, these presentations are based on
existing knowledge and information readily at hand, and invariably, when the advocated measures
are set in place, it is the symptoms that are addressed and, in the best cases, significantly bettered or
eased – for a short period of time. In other words, the problem, or some variant of it, all too soon
reappears. The point is, and I repeat: The underlying, fundamental problem does not disappear with
the symptom. In instance after instance, worthy and well publicized efforts have been initiated, but
once put into practice, even these serious attempts have fallen short because an insufficiently
developed “patchwork-quilt method”-methodology (plan = logic = purpose) has been applied.
In my considered view, these attempts have ultimately failed because the depth of knowledge
concerning the central seed-causes of these problems has not been sufficient.
Carrying this view a step further – the master-key has been sorely missed. It is important to
understand that attempting to be a system-error researcher does not, unfortunately, make one a
system-error researcher – no matter how sincere the effort. Hence, these attempts, so far, have
lacked the capacity to delve deep enough in their analytic research. The common denominator has
not been applied. In other words, the competence needed to access the type of information that can
solve these problems has been, and continues to be, lacking. The logical foundation of Non Plus
Ultra, itself, is a prime example of this type of information. If the logical competence required to
carry out an analytic study at the system’s deepest logical level is lacking, then it is next to
impossible to deduce exactly which axioms, which undefined terms and which definitions, relevant
to a given problem, must be rectified in order to bring about a true and lasting solution – i.e. that the
root cause of the system-error has been corrected so that the actual problem disappears, instead of
simply having “band-aided” the problem’s symptoms and thus seeing them reappear shortly.
Understanding Non Plus Ultra is as though you have suddenly been given a master-key that fits all
locks – a master-key, which acts as a common denominator seeking to unearth the most deep seated
reason as to why, for example, the world community has contracted serious system errors. At the
same time, Non Plus Ultra opens the way for a logically arrived at understanding as to exactly what
must done to correct them. That is: when a root cause of a system-error disappears, then also the
symptoms of the earlier problems will disappear by themselves. All you need to do is to deal with
the root cause. From this we understand that the worth of this Non Plus Ultra master-key is literally
incalculable. Once again, it is a question of competence, for there is nothing intrinsically wrong
with band-aids. And when applied to the human body, which has a decided propensity to heal itself,
they can be amazingly effective. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said of injury caused by system
errors whether political, social, economic, or even scientific.

In order to help the reader understand what an enormous asset knowledge
(developable “truth” with citation marks) ...
about the logical foundation of Non Plus Ultra of Nature’s logical system is to world society, I give
some practical examples. Would it not be fantastic if science could wipe out cancer, or AIDS, or
antibiotic resistant bacteria (so-called “killer” bacteria or “super bugs”) in the wards of hospitals
throughout the world? Think if only one of these three deadly scourges could be made to disappear
from the face of the earth. If this did happen, it would be an absolute sensation and a magnificent
advance for the world community and humanity as well as science. Would it not? Would it not draw
huge headlines and applause – and a heartfelt flood of gratitude and admiration for those who had
carried out this fantastic achievement? Would it not be perceived as a scientific breakthrough of
untold historic significance? The media and humanity, and science itself, would stand up as one
and applaud.
An event such as this is possibly in the offing. True, it would mark a huge advance, but not so huge
that it falls outside the realm of what is possible. Imagine then, if someone were to actually come
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forth and assert, in all seriousness, in terms of advanced LBG-logic and the Gödel strengthening of
the LBG-logic forming a 4th generation of empiricism, that not only is it possible to eradicate just
one of the three deadly diseases mentioned above but – and here the reader is asked to lend a careful
ear – all of them, all at once, in a simultaneous action. Yes, all of them: cancer, AIDS, and antibiotic
resistant bacteria.
And now comes the part that is hardest to digest, the really incredible – This hypothetical someone,
and again in all seriousness, goes on to contend that, furthermore, what applies to the three
scourges, equally applies to all currently known physical and psychological/ psychiatric illnesses …
A pause here is in order … for now the bar has been raised yet again, significantly raised, and we
are rather suddenly talking about something entirely unconventional. This is clear to everyone. Now
we have vaulted onto a plane that many will immediately perceive as science fiction, as something
too fantastic being carried too far to be taken seriously – and clearly, not something worth
investigating, much less testing. “After all, there must be some line drawn between fact and
fantasy.”
This view is no doubt honorably arrived at. But if we are to seriously evaluate these assertions,
such notions must be set aside as lip service to common-sense. If this “fantastic exaggeration” is
further characterized as being typical New Age prattle, the chances of it being taken seriously are
even further undermined. In this sort of situation, where a “fantastic” assertion is never allowed to
be tested, many competent men and women of science will regard the matter as definitively settled,
and politely, but with determination, let the matter rest. In this way, the evaluation and
implementation of yet another pioneering advance is summarily delayed. And yet again, a biased
preconception of a “significantly new” concept, rather than a fair and unbiased evaluation of its
validity, is allowed to determine the outcome of its presentation.
Therefore, I have published this text on the 4th generation of empiricism so that we can do away
with accusation of this being New Age prattle. So how might you present an assertion of
exceptional merit so as to ensure that, at the very least, it is perceived seriously enough to warrant
the initiation of an unbiased evaluation process, rather than have it dragged down in the quicksand
of preconceived opinion and common sense traps? The question here and now is if! That is to say –
if it can be demonstrated that the strong assertions made here are actually true? To suddenly, in one
fell swoop, gain access to all of Non Plus Ultra’s 63 constitutional, advanced axioms and row upon
row of undefined terms and many definitions and hundreds of logically deduced subjectivelyoriented theorems covering at least 3000 pages, and then adding an additional 40 or more books on
minor analyzsis, is an impossible task for today’s science to manage, and read this carefully, without
the logical tool of the 4th generation of empiricism.
The 4th generation of empiricism is simply a bridge that bridges the gap between today's science
and modern higher esotericism, whose logical cellar floor is Non Plus Ultra, which in turn is the
logical foundation of Nature’s/Life’s logical system. There you have it! In one sentence.
A list of presentations of higher esotericism is now available. Each one customized for its particular
target audience. A presentation customized for science is, so far, at least the so-called Martinus
Cosmology variant. Those interested will find information about this scientifically-designed
presentation of Non Plus Ultra and its Danish author Martinus via the Internet link:
http://www.martinus.dk/en/frontpage/
What is important here is that a sufficient preparation is now complete. Scientific representatives,
with the help of modern higher logic of science, in a serious scientific approach can begin to take
note of the logical foundation of Nature’s/Life’s logical system in order to start correcting serious
system errors in our world society.
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Step-by-step, this text on an extended scientific model, has revealed to the reader …
how Gödel strengthening of the LBG-method improves the model. Geniuses within advanced
mathematics proceed when, in the course of their everyday research, they unearth information so
advanced that it appears, at least at the moment of first discovery, as “entirely too advanced – too
fantastic”! And as this text has stressed, it is by no means easy to competently evaluate such
information – but neither is it so difficult that it is virtually impossible. In fact, with regard to
today’s first-rank mathematicians, the seeming “impossibility” of such a task has, in principle,
become routine, almost trivial – such is their extensive training in the creation and 3rd generation of
empiricism evaluation of even the most “weird” mathematical models, which, in turn, are actually
the result of “playing” with mutually incompatible and complementary logical systems and
constitutions drawn from various corners of the universe. See the list of more or less ”strange”
LBG-logical complementarities listed earlier in this text.
When dealing with Non Plus Ultra the bar has been raised significantly. We no longer deal with
only objectively reproducibility and/or objectively oriented anomalies but also holism in terms of
uniquely occurring information and extremely advanced, subjectively oriented anomalies. Therefore
the top mathematicians and constitutional logicians now need the logical tool of the 4th generation
of empiricism.

Here repeated
The Martinus Cosmology asserts that there exists a type of very advanced and very edifying
mathematical logical structured literature (only verbal reasoning and pictures without formulas and
equations), which explains in detail exactly which axioms, undefined terms and definitions make up
the constitution of Non Plus Ultra. The master-key is revealed – the common denominator. The
type of advanced literature referred to contains countless logical derivations leading to special
theorems. On this theorem level, the factual content can be described as a series of “strange”
formulations – “strange, odd, unusual or even fantastic” formulations. When these formulations
come to be practically applied within the parameters of special scientific experiments, at first on a
small scale, then on a broader societal scale, it will then be established whether these “fantastic”
logical assertions are worth implementation, or not.
This proving process, from beginning to end is accompanied by an if. To address this if, I
recommend that you – with the help of this text on the 4th generation of empiricism, our foremost
competence within constitutional logic – carry out an evaluation of the strong and challenging
assertions made here to objectively demonstrate their “truth.” Should these practically oriented
experiments support the assertions, then the correction of profound system errors in world society
can begin. So great is the extent of this project – so great is the potential extent of reward. Seen in
the light of effort vs. benefit, what is there to lose by carrying out an evaluation? For this purpose I
have carefully gone through the two-step method, which is necessary to consider when carrying out
an advanced and competent analysis.
In my view, it is best that you, who are scientifically trained – trained and employed within LBGand Gödel-logic - carry out this evaluation. In this way, assuming the experimental results prove
positive, such results would be more readily accepted throughout science because it will have been
the experiments and LBG- and Gödel-logic trained reasoning carried out by its own members, and
with the degree of competence and meticulous care recommended by both this book and first rank
mathematicians and first rank constitutional logicians and certain others as impartial observers, that
were instrumental to the project’s outcome. Here underlined: It is important to understand that the
top mathematicians and constitutional logicians here referred to will not necessarily be genuinely
interested in esotericism but they are highly trained to deal with "strange" and "very strange"
information within the framework of anomalies in terms of incompatible and complementary logical
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systems, and without these intelligence-related top talents within modern science would risk getting
stuck in completely unnecessary common sense traps.
If you, as representatives of the scientific community, come to conclude that what is asserted is in
concert with how life itself functions – how nature itself functions (in the way nature answers in the
4th generation of empiricism practical experiments it partakes in) – then, yes, given that situation
modern advanced information processing will then take center stage. The “strange” or “too
fantastic” formulations will remain precisely that for many, despite the fact and findings of
completed 4th generation of empiricism scientific experiments. But, and this is vital, given this
chain of events, science will support the competence requirements as indicated in this book and
consequently begin making it clear to mankind that “strange” information can, nevertheless, prove
to be deeply insightful and of great practical value.
In such a situation, science will have taken its place in the next generation information community –
a worldwide community shaped by its ability to process information in accordance with 4th
generation of empiricism in a highly intelligent manner, a community in contact with deep
knowledge concerning the whole of nature because of its access to nature’s underlying logical
foundation. Thus armed with a deep grasp of nature’s logical system in its entirety, scientists will no
longer be bound by the necessity of understanding every detail within the parameters of common
sense.

About the author
See http://nyaekonomiskasystemet.se/om-mig/
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